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Riassunto
La tesi tratta lo studio e l’utilizzo di un realtime web framework per il moni-
toraggio di dati ambientali forniti da una Automatic Weather Station (AWS)
situata sul ghiacciaio de LaMare. Lo scopo di questo lavoro e` quello di rendere
comprensibile e accessibile il mondo della glaciologia a studiosi che effettuano
ricerche e ad utenti non esperti ma con curiosita` sull’argomento. Il lavoro e`
stato diviso in 2 fasi: la prima si preoccupa di studiare un web framework es-
istente, realizzato dall’ EPFL (E´cole polytechnique fe´de´rale de Lausanne), per
l’acquisizione e la visualizzazione dei dati, valutandone le potenzialita` e la con-
formita` con le nostre specifiche. La seconda fase consiste nell’installazione del
framework, lo sviluppo di sensori virtuali utili al nostro scopo, e lo sviluppo di
moduli aggiuntivi per completare le funzionalita` necessarie. Questo lavoro ha
portato alla creazione di un servizio web che gestisce 8 sensori virtuali, con i
quali interagire per effettuare comparazioni grafiche sui dati raccolti.
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Abstract
This work is about the study and the use of a monitoring of environmental
data web system, collected by an Automatic Weather Station(AWS) placed on
the glacier LaMare. Our goal is to help scientists by providing an unique web
service where they can do researches and statistical. We also help novice users
to approach to the world of glaciology. This work is divided into 2 parts: the
first concerns the study of an existing web acquiring and displaying data system,
evaluating its potential and if it meets our specifications. The web framework
used is called Global Sensor Network (GSN) and it is implemented by the EPFL
(E´cole polytechnique fe´de´rale de Lausanne) The second part consists to the
system installation, to develop the virtual sensors and to develop additional
modules to complete our required functionalities. This work has produced a




In the recent years we are witnessing a remarkable growth in the use of sen-
sor networks. This approach is proving very successful in manufacturing, in
industrial and residential complexes, agriculture, in urban areas. The main ad-
vantages of sensor networks are energy efficiency, security, reliability, greater
level of automation. The consequence of the development of these sensor net-
works is that they produce and transmit thousands of data every days. These
data should be validated, managed and transformed into information.
The sensor networks are highly developed in the meteorology and glaciology
areas. There are many reasons:
• the concerned sites often are unaffordable. Then, the installation of a
sensor network is required
• the necessity of real time data
• the necessity of low battery consumption
• the cost of assembling an Automatic Weather Station (AWS) is low
Each sensor connected to the sensor network, sends its collected data to the
Base Station. A base station is one (or more) components in a sensor network
with much more computational, energy and communication resources. Its works
is to store data received by the sensors, send these data to the user (through
Internet, GSM or Satellite connection) and stay alive.
The sent data can be in this form:
1 "TOA5","CR1000_2","CR1000 " ,"9662" ," CR1000.Std.24" ," CPU:lamareModem
","377"," Table1"
2 "TIMESTAMP ","RECORD","RGup_Avg"," RGdown_Avg ","AirTC_Avg","RH_Avg","
Vvento_S_WVT ",...
3 "TS","RN","W/m2","W/m2","Deg C","%"," meters/Second","meters/Second
","Deg","Deg",...
4
5 "2012 -08 -01
16:00:00" ,14 ,340.7 ,101.8 ,6.771 ,73.21 ,3.908 ,3.854 ,212.8 ,9.49 , -83.6 ,
6 -38.1 ,269.6 ,317.1 ,6.593 ,6.553 ,6.568848 ,70.27396 ,0
7 "2012 -08 -01
16:15:00" ,15 ,547.8 ,157.4 ,7.285 ,70.9 ,3.726 ,3.632 ,216.5 ,12.88 , -74.24 ,
9
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8 -41.34 ,282.4 ,317.3 ,7.042 ,6.888 ,6.96726 ,68.32967 ,0
9 "2012 -08 -01
16:30:00" ,16 ,603 ,172.6 ,8.33 ,68.79 ,3.209 ,3.149 ,221.2 ,11.1 , -64.71 ,
10 -45.47 ,296.6 ,317.8 ,8.18 ,7.781 ,7.772186 ,67.17135 ,0
11 "2012 -08 -01
16:45:00" ,17 ,528.7 ,150.7 ,7.452 ,70.99 ,4.959 ,4.909 ,223.8 ,8.21 , -68.66 ,
12 -45.02 ,291.2 ,316.8 ,7.129 ,7.486 ,7.552689 ,67.02369 ,0
13 "2012 -08 -01
17:00:00" ,18 ,671.9 ,189 ,7.496 ,72.64 ,4.161 ,4.109 ,211.1 ,9.03 , -61.35 ,
14 -43.04 ,296.7 ,317.1 ,7.3 ,7.074 ,7.099651 ,70.48823 ,0
Listing 1.1: Extract of a file sent by base station
The first rows usually describe the type of data into the file and their units
of measure. Data are ordered by timestamp, that correspond to the sampling
time.
Once obtained these files, to display them in graphic mode, users may need
to use computational tools (Matlab, spreadsheet, etc.).
This approach could be a limitation. Assume that two users need to know
the average of the battery level on the same AWS. everyone download the files
from the server and, through a spreadsheet, them proceed to calculare this value.
An user may needs also to compare the same value of two or more AWS. We
can imagine the difficulty to obtain data from all the AWS.
And so this opens up the whole idea of introduced a web system to enclose
data from more AWS.
Thanks to the collaboration between the University of Pisa and the Univer-
sity of Padova, it has been possible to select and to use a system for collecting,
managing and displaying data. This collaboration comes as part of the project
PRIN 2010-11: ”Response of morphoclimatic system dynamics to global changes
and related geomorphological hazards”, coordinated by Prof. C. Baroni, uni-
versity of Pisa.
This system is called Global Sensor Network (GSN). It is designed, imple-
mented and supported by EPFL (E´cole polytechnique fe´de´rale de Lausanne).
We should also support the spreading of the Open Data culture. Open
Data is a term that denotes data that are reusable and distributable without
costs. Open Data could thus include any data object that can be used by third
parties for free, with naming the source of the data as only requirements. From
point of innovation, more open approaches also have been advocated, through
the culture of the Open Data. From academia and commerce, arguments has
been made for a more transparent innovation culture inside companies, whereby
results are shared and published, in order to fuel innovation.
The goals of this work are:
• try to install a web framework that manages and shows data that come
from the Automatic Weather Stations (AWS)
• this web framework must be able to acquire all data from the AWS
• try to estimate the snowfall around a specific AWS, starting from data
collected from another weather station
• try to estimate the mass balance around a specific AWS
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The thesis is divided in 10 chapters, as follows:
1. Introduction
2. Global Sensor Network. It describes the architecture of the system,
what is a Virtual Sensor (VS) and a wrapper. It describes also what is a
Virtual Sensor Processing Class (VSP), what is a StreamElement and how
manages it. Finally it shows an example of Virtual Sensor, that sends an
email notification when an event occur.
3. A case of study: AWS on the glacier LaMare. It defines what
is an Automatic Weather Station. It describes the AWS placed on the
glacier LaMare, which sensors are mounted, how data are collected and
transmitted.
4. Virtual Sensor of LaMare AWS. It explains the goals and the struc-
ture of the Virtual Sensors that describe the Automatic Weather Station
(AWS) placed on the glacier LaMare. It also addresses the Ftp commu-
nication problem. GSN has not a wrapper that gets remote files through
Ftp connection. It shows how create a new wrapper, then it describes a
possible wrapper that downloads and returns files from a Ftp Url.
5. How to estimate snowfall on the glacier LaMare. It is discussed
how to estimate the snowfall on the Glacier LaMare, using the weather
observations from the nearby stations, managed by meteotrentino.it. It
shows how get update and historical data (rain and temperature) from
these stations. Thanks to a work that has been done by glaciologist
of the University of Padova, it is possible estimate the snowfall on the
glacier LaMare, starting by rainfall and temperature data collected by the
Careser-Diga station.
6. Virtual Sensor of Careser-Diga station. This chapter describes how
build the Virtual Sensor described in the previous chapter. It aims to
create a new wrapper that reads an XML file and inserts these values into
the historical CSV file. The XML file contains the last 48h values collected
by the Careser-Diga station. The wrapper returns the updated CSV file.
7. Virtual Sensor to estimate snowfall on LaMare. This Virtual Sen-
sor estimate the snowfall on the glacier LaMare through the Careser-Diga
collected data. It gets data from the historical CSV file, through the CSV
wrapper. The wrapper sends these data to the Scriplet Processor which
converts the rainfall in snowfall, if the temperature is below a threshold.
The Scriplet Processor executes a scriplet using the Groovy scripting lan-
guage. The output of this Virtual Sensor is the estimated snowfall sampled
every 15 minutes
8. Virtual Sensor to estimate daily snowfall on LaMare. The values
obtained from the previous Virtual Sensor may need to be aggregated.
Then this chapter shows how create a wrapper that returns the sum of
values, selected by the user through the time interval. New features can
be added to this wrapper, as the aggregation functions
Chapter 2
Global Sensor Network
2.1 Introduction and terminology
Until now research in the sensor network domain has mainly focused on routing,
data aggregation and energy conservation inside a single sensor network while
the integration of multiple sensor networks has been studied only to a limited
extent. These sensor networks will be managed by different organizations but
the interconnection of their infrastructures along with data integration and dis-
tributed query processing will soon become an issue. This requires platforms
which enable the dynamic integration and management of sensor networks and
the produced data streams.
The Global Sensor Networks (GSN) platform aims at providing a flexible
middleware to accomplish these goals.
Figure 2.1: GSN model [10]
A sensor network internally may use arbitrary multi-hop, ad-hoc routing
algorithms to deliver sensor readings to one or more sink node(s). A sink node
is a node which is connected to a more powerful base computer which in turn
runs the GSN middleware and may participate in a large-scale network of base
computers, each running GSN and servicing one or more sensor networks.
12
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TERMINOLOGY
• Global Sensor Network (GSN) defines both the project and the soft-
ware described.
• Wrapper is the component of GSN, written in Java code, that acquires
data from a specific type of device and encapsules them into a Stream
Element.
• Virtual Sensor (VS) is the main component in GSN. It receives data
from one or more wrappers, combining, processing and storing data of the
wrappers. A Virtual sensor is defined in a single Virtual Sensor Descrip-
tion and combines different pieces of software:
– One Virtual Sensor Processing Class
– Zero or some Wrapper(s)
• Virtual Sensor Description file (VSD) is an XML file that contains
the selection and the parametrization of the Virtual sensor processing class
and the Wrapper that compose a VS. The data acquired by the wrapper
can be connected together through SQL statements.
• Virtual Sensor Processing class (VSP) is the component that pro-
cesses and stores the data upon reception from the Wrapper.
2.2 GSN Architecture
The figure 2.2 shows the GSN server architecture. Each GSN server hosts a
number of virtual sensors which it is responsible for. The virtual sensor man-
ager (VSM) is responsible for providing access to the virtual sensors, managing
the delivery of sensor data, and providing the necessary administrative infras-
tructure. The VSM has two subcomponents:
• the life-cycle manager (LCM), that provides and manages the resources
provided to a virtual sensor and manages the interactions with the virtual
sensor.
• The input stream manager (ISM) is responsible for managing the streams,
allocating resources to them, and enabling resources shared among them
while its stream quality manager subcomponent (SQM) handles sensor
disconnections, missing values, unexpected delays, etc., ensure the QoS of
streams.
All data from/to the VSM pass through the storage layer which is in charge of
providing and managing persistent storage for data streams. Query processing
in turn relies on all of the above layers and is done by the query manager
(QM) which includes the query processor, being in charge of SQL parsing, query
planning, and execution of queries. The query repository manages all registered
queries and defines and maintains the set of currently active queries for the query
processor. The notification manager deals with the delivery of events and query
results to registered local or remote virtual sensors. The notification manager



















Figure 2.2: GSN Server architecture [10]
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has an extensible architecture which allows the user to largely customize its
functionality, for example, having results mailed.
The top three layers of the architecture deal with access to the GSN server.
The interface layer provides access functions for other GSN servers and via the
Web, through a browser or via web services. These functionalities are protected
and shielded by access control layer providing access only to entitled parties
and the data integrity layer which provides data integrity and confidentiality
through electronic signatures and encryption.
2.3 Data Acquisition
GSN can manage data sources in two mode: event-based and polling-based. In
the first case data are sent by the source(for example Serial ports, UDP and
TCP connections and wireless web-cam), in the other case GSN periodically
asks the source for new data (for example the POP3 mail account).
2.3.1 GSN Wrappers
A wrapper is the component of GSN system used to encapsulate the data re-
ceived from the data source into the standard GSN data model, called StreamEle-
ment. A StreamElement is an object representing a row of SQL table. It is
produced by the wrapper, stored in the wrapper SQL table, and sent to the
virtual sensor processing class.
There are two categories of wrappers: local and remote. The first enables
data stream sharing among virtual sensors on the same machine. The second
enables data stream sharing among multiple distributed virtual sensors located
on different machines accessible through the network.
2.4 Data filtering and Processing
GSN uses two mechanisms to elaborate data:
• SQL syntax
• data manipulation with virtual sensors
2.4.1 Virtual Sensor
A virtual sensor is an abstraction of an implemented sensor that receives data
streams directly from sensors or derived from other virtual sensors. A virtual
sensor can be a real sensor, a wireless camera, a desktop computer or any
combination of virtual sensors. It may have any number of input data streams
and can product one or more data streams. Information that is contained in a
virtual sensor allows to deploy and use it and includes:
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• metadata used for identification and discovery
• details of the data streams which the virtual sensor consumes and produces
• SQL-based specifications of the stream processing
• the processing class which performs the more advanced and complex data
processing, if needed, on the output stream before releasing it
• functional properties related to persistency, error handling, life-cycle, man-
agement and physical deployment
A virtual sensor is written in XML, a markup language, defines a set of
rules for encoding documents in a format that is both human-readable and
machine-readable. The example below describes a virtual sensor that reads two
temperature sensors and if both of them have the same reading above a certain
threshold in the last minute, the virtual sensor returns the latest picture from
the webcam in the same room together with the measured temperature.
A virtual sensor must have a unique name (attribute name in listing 2.1,
line 1), and can be described through key-value pairs representing the logical
addressing of the virtual sensor (listing 2.1, lines 12-17).
1 <virtual -sensor name="room -monitor" priority="10" protected="false"
>
2 <processing -class >
3 <class -name>gsn.vsensor.BridgeVirtualSensor </class -name>
4 <init -params/>
5 <output -structure >
6 <field name="image" type="binary:jpeg" />
7 <field name="temp" type="int" />
8 </output -structure >
9 </processing -class >
10 <life -cycle pool -size="10" />
11 <addressing >
12 <predicate key="geographical">BC143 </predicate >
13 <predicate key="usage">room monitoring </predicate >
14 <predicate key="latitude">46.5214 </predicate >
15 <predicate key="longitude">6.5676 </predicate >
16 </addressing >
17 <storage history -size="10h" />
18 <streams >
19 <stream name="cam">
20 <source name="cam" storage -size="1" >
21 <address wrapper="remote">
22 <predicate key="geographical">BC143 </predicate >
23 <predicate key="type">Camera </predicate >
24 </address >
25 <query>select * from WRAPPER </query>
26 </source >
27 <source name="temperature1" storage -size="1m" >
28 <address wrapper="remote">
29 <predicate key="type">temperature </predicate >
30 <predicate key="geographical">BC143 -N</predicate >
31 </address >
32 <query>select AVG(temp1) as T1 from WRAPPER </query>
33 </source >
34 <source name="temperature2" storage -size="1m" >
35 <address wrapper="remote">
36 <predicate key="type">temperature </predicate >
37 <predicate key="geographical">BC143 -S</predicate >
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38 </address >
39 <query>select AVG(temp2) as T2 from WRAPPER </query>
40 </source >
41 <query>
42 select cam.picture as image , temperature.T1 as temp
43 from cam , temperature1
44 where temperature1.T1 > 30 AND




49 </virtual -sensor >
Listing 2.1: A Virtual Sensor definition
In GSN, data streams are temporal sequences of timestamped tuples, also
known as StreamElement. In a virtual sensor, the structure of output data
stream in described in the output-structure part(listing 2.1, lines 6-9): data
stream processing is separated into three stages:
• processing applied to source
• processing for combined data from the different input streams and pro-
ducing the temporary output stream
• producing the final output stream by passing the temporary output stream
from a processing class (in this case BridgeVirtualSensor processing class)
In GSN, the temporal processing is separated from the relational data pro-
cessing using SQL, and it can be controlled by various attributes provided in the
input and output stream specifications like storage-size, that defines a window
size used for producing the input stream’s data elements. In addiction, a virtual
sensor includes high-level specifications of functional properties:
• priority attribute: it controls the processing priority of a virtual sensor
(in the example, priority attribute is 10, 1 is the lowest priority and 20 is
the highest)
• storage element: it allows the user to control how output stream data is
persistently stored.
To summarize, a virtual sensor is an interesting abstraction mechanism which
enables the user to specify more or less complex data sources (E.G. sensors) and
combinations of such data sources.
2.5 Data stream processing and time model
As has been said in the previous paragraph, in GSN a data stream is a set of
timestamped tuples also known as Stream Elements. GSN provides base support
for managing and manipulating timestamps, the essential services provided are:
• a local clock on each GSN Server
• implicit management of a timestamp attribute (reserved field called TIMED)
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• automatic timestamping of tuples upon arrival at the GSN server in case
the tuples don’t have any timestamp
• a windowing mechanism which allows the user to define count or time-
based windows on data streams
• a sliding mechanism which allows the user to define count or time-based
sliding behaviour on data streams
The last two services, window size and sliding value, are two properties used
when a query is prepared: the window side is used to limit the actual data used
for processing to a certain range in time or number of values, while the sliding
value specifies the execution condition for the query. The figure 2.3 shows three







Sliding Value = 1
Window Size = 3
Sliding Value = 2
Window Size = 3
Sliding Value = 3
Window Size = 3
Figure 2.3: Illustration of three samples of sliding and window values. In case
a a new stream element is produced five times; in case b a new stream element
is produced twice, in case c a new stream element is produced once [10]
The production of a new output stream element of a virtual sensor is always
triggered by the arrival of a data stream element from one of its input streams;
thus processing is event-driven. Once the window of one of the sources of a
stream slides, the following processing steps are performed:
• Based on the timestamps for each stream, the stream elements are selected
according to the definition of the time window and the resulting sets of
the relations are not nested into flat relations.
• The queries defined on the source are evaluated and stored into temporary
relations.
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• The stream query for producing the input of the processing class is exe-
cuted based on the temporary relations.
• The resulting stream elements are forwarded to the processing class.
• The output of the processing class is stored and simultaneously forwarded
to all consumers of the virtual sensor.
2.6 GSN to GSN communication Protocol
How it has been said in the subsection 2.3.1, to enable data sharing and dis-
tributed collaborative data stream processing, GSN provides two types of wrap-
per: local wrapper and remote wrapper.
2.6.1 Remote wrapper
When a virtual sensor wants to communicate with another virtual sensor located
on a different GSN Server, during the loading process of the local virtual sensor,
the communication between two GSN servers is triggered. Once GSN notices
that a remote virtual sensor is required by a local virtual sensor, GSN temporary
suspends the local virtual sensor’s loading process to confirm the existence of
the remote virtual sensor. A GSN to GSN communication begins whenever a
virtual sensor in a node A wants to use the data streams provided in another
virtual sensor in a node B.
In the architecture of the figure 2.5, GSN mediates all the connections there-
fore the local virtual sensor does not interact directly with the remote virtual
sensor. In the figure the packets exchanged between two GSN servers during
GSN to GSN communication are shown. The description of each packet is as
follows:
• structure-request/structure is used by the local GSN server to dis-
cover the output structure of the remote virtual sensor. The response
to this packet, confirms the existence and availability of the remote vir-
tual sensor and contains the details of the output-structure of the remote
virtual sensor.
• register/confirm is used by the local GSN server to send the query and
the contact address of the stream consumer. The query will be added
to the notification list associated with the prospective virtual sensor at
the stream producer, therefore whenever the remote virtual sensor pro-
duces a stream element, the query will be evaluated and the output of
the evaluation, if it is not empty, is delivered to the stream consumer.
The remote virtual sensor uses the addressing information to contact the
stream consumer in order to deliver the stream elements.
• data represent the stream of tuples which are going to be delivered to the
stream consumer.
The listing 2.2 is a concrete example of use of a remote wrapper.
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Stream data element Timestamp Stream data element Timestamp
of the stream source query
Relation produced as the result
timestamp and raw sensor data
Stream Source relation with




...Relation Name : Source Name
...
The relation produced
Relation produced as the result
Processing Class
Relation Name : Source Name




Source Query Source Query
Stream Query
Stream Query
as the result of the
Relational Database
Figure 2.4: Conceptual data flow in a GSN node [10]
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Figure 2.5: Simple GSN to GSN communication [10]
1 <address wrapper="remote">
2 <predicate key="name">CoolVS </predicate >
3 <predicate key="local -contact -point">http: //1.1.1.1 :82/gsn -2</
predicate >
4 <predicate key="remote -contact -point">http: //2.2.2.2 :80/gsn -
server </predicate >
5 </address >
Listing 2.2: Remote wrapper example
2.6.2 Local wrapper
The local wrapper is a special version of the remote wrapper, with host=”127.0.0.1”,optimized
for communications between two different virtual sensors inside the same GSN
Server. By having the local wrapper optimized, the development team has elim-
inated the overhead associated with TCP/IP networking, by using internal GSN
calls instead. In GSN, the development team has implemented the notification
system so that the GSN server always gives priority to the virtual sensors when
it wants to disseminate the stream elements thus the local virtual sensors usually
get notified earlier.
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2.7 GSN Notifications
In GSN, virtual sensors can be configured to send notifications when an event
occurs. There are a lot of types of notifications: Email, SMS, MMS, Fax,
Twitter, and these are easily implemented in a virtual sensor, selecting the
suitable Virtual Sensor Processing class.
The example below shows a simple email notification:
1 <virtual -sensor name=" LaMare_email" priority ="10" >
2 <processing -class >
3 <class -name >gsn.processor.ScriptletProcessor </class -name >
4 <init -params >
5 <param name=" persistant">true </param >
6 <param name=" scriptlet">
7 <![CDATA[
8 // This script sends an email to alert that
there is battery low
9 if ( ! isdef(’limit ’))
10 limit = 12.4;
11
12 maxima = BATT;
13
14 if (maxima < limit) {
15
16 // Notify by email
17 def emailTitle = "GSN Notification - Low
Battery: " + maxima +" in date: "+new
Date(TIMED);
18 def emailContent = "Warning , low battery
has been reached: " + maxima +" in date:
"+ new Date(TIMED);
19 def recipients = [" prova@gmail.com"]; //
Define one or more recipients
20
21 sendEmail(recipients , emailTitle ,
emailContent); // note that the
sendMail method is, by default ,




25 </init -params >
26 <output -structure/>
27 </processing -class >
28 <description >
29 This Virtual Sensor demonstrates the use of the scriplet
processor (gsn.processor.ScriptletProcessor) for email
30 notifications. It gets its data from the LaMare_table_2 and




33 <storage history -size ="1"/ >
34 <streams >
35 <stream name=" stream1">
36 <source alias=" source1" storage -size ="1" sampling -rate
="1">
37 <address wrapper ="local">
38 <predicate key="query">select * from lamare_second </
predicate >
39 <predicate key="start -time ">2012-08 -01T00
:00:00.000+02:00 </ predicate >
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40 </address >
41 <query >select TIMED , Batt_Volt as BATT from wrapper
</query >
42 </source >
43 <query >select * from source1 </query >
44 </stream >
45 </streams >
46 </virtual -sensor >
Listing 2.3: Simple email notification
Chapter 3
A case of study: AWS on
the glacier LaMare
3.1 Overview
An automatic weather station (AWS) is an automatic version of the traditional
weather stations, either to save humans labour or to enable measurements from
remote areas. An AWS will typically consist of a weather-proof enclosure con-
taining the data logger, rechargeable battery and the meteorological sensors with
an attached solar panel or wind turbine, mounted upon a mast. The system
may report in near real time via the Argos System and the Global Telecom-
munications System, or save data for later recovery. In the past, automatic
weather stations were often placed where electricity and communications lines
were available. Nowadays, the solar panel, the wind turbine and mobile phone
technologies have made it possible to have wireless stations that are not con-
nected to the electrical grid or telecommunications network. The AWS shown
in figure 3.1 has been installed in July 2007 on the glacier De La Mare, in the
region Trentino Alto Adige.
The sensors placed on the AWS on glacier Lamare are:
• Albedometer LP PYRA 05. It basically consists of two pyranometers,
mounted back-to- back,one looking upward(sky) and one downward(earth).
The upward pyrameter measures the incident global radiation (direct ra-
diation + diffuse radiation) striking the ground, while the downward one,
measures the global radiation reflected from the ground. The outputs of
the two pyranometers electric signals can be directly sent to a data logger
or to an automatic data processor. Albedo is the fraction of solar radiation
that is reflected from the ground, with respect to incident radiation.
• Wind monitor 05103. The wind speed is a helicoid-shaped, four-blade
propeller. Rotation of the propeller produces an ac sine wave that has a
frequency directly proportional to wind speed. The ac signal is induced
in a transducer coil by a six-pole magnet mounted on the propeller shaft.
The coil resides on the non-rotating central portion of the main mounting
assembly, eliminating the need for slip rings and brushes. It uses a po-
tentiometer to measure wind direction. The data logger applies a known
24
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Figure 3.1: AWS on glacier LaMare [4]
precision excitation voltage to the potentiometer element. The output is
an analog voltage signal directly proportional to the azimuth angle.
• Sonic ranging sensor SR50A. It measures the distance from the sensor
to a target. The most common applications are measuring snow depths
and water levels. The sensor determines the distance to a target by send-
ing out ultrasonic pulses and listening for the returning echoes that are
reflected from the target. The time from transmission to return of an
echo is the basis for obtaining the distance measurement. Since the speed
of sound in the air varies with temperature, an independent temperature
measurement is required to compensate the distance reading for the sen-
sor.
• Pyrgeometer CGR3. Designed for meteorological measurements of
downward atmospheric long wave radiation. The sensor provides a voltage
that is proportional to the net radiation in the far infrared. By calcula-
tion, downward atmospheric long wave radiation is derived. For this rea-
son CGR3 embodies a temperature sensor. There are 2 sensors connected
to the data logger on our AWS.
• Temperature probe T-107. It uses a thermistor to measure tempera-
ture. The probe is designed for measuring air/soil/water temperature.
• Thermo-hygrometer HMP45C. It is a humidity and temperature in-
dicator for a variety of applications. The HMP45C Temperature and Rel-
ative Humidity probe contains a Platinum Resistance Temperature (PRT)
and a Vaisala HUMICAP 180 capacitive relative humidity sensor.
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3.2 Data collection and transmission system
An Automatic Weather Station has 3 goals:
1. Collects data from the various sensors mounted on the AWS.
2. Transmits data to a Server through the Satellite Connection, because this
station is not easily accessible (June, July and August only).
3. Stay alive.
The first goal has been achieved through the CR1000 data logger. It is
produced by Campbell Scientific and it is widely used in the AWS field.
Figure 3.2: Overview of CR1000 [4]
The second goal has been achieved through the installation of a Satellite
modem, connected to the data logger through the serial port. The satellite are
classified according to the orbit that run as:
• Geostationary Earth Orbit (GEO)
• Medium Earth Orbit (MEO)
• Low Earth Orbit (LEO)
The third goal is to keep alive the AWS, then the Satellite communication
has to be the fastest and with the least energy consumption. We also need to
consider that the AWS is anchored to the glacier, then moves. Then is required
an omnidirectional antenna, forcing us to using a LEO connection.
It is programmed to switch on every three days. This consumption policy
proved to be correct: the AWS is active since August 2012, without energy
problems.
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Figure 3.3: Wiring Panel of CR1000 [4]
To keep the AWS active, it is equipped with a 12V rechargeable battery and
a 20W solar panel, linked together with the CR1000 data logger.
Figure 3.4: Battery BP24E-LA [4]
3.3 Data acquisition
The CR1000 data logger is the core of the AWS and it is principally responsible
of the storing and transmitting the data collected by the sensors. Among the
various tasks, the most important is to collect and store sensor data without
losses.
Every day the station collects 28KB of data and stores them into two files.
The total number of samples per day is approximately 2000.
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Figure 3.5: Solar Panel SP20 distributed by Campbell Scientific [4]
Chapter 4
Virtual Sensor of LaMare
AWS
4.1 Overview
The first goal of this work is getting the files produced by the AWS on Lamare
glacier and storing each value into the GSN system. The AWS periodically
transmit these file, through the Satellite connection, to a FTP server. There
are two possibilities: to develop an external Java program that connects to the
server and periodically downloads the tables, if these are not up to date. The
second possibility is to check if a useful wrapper exists into GSN, or to create
a specific wrapper to fulfil this function. There are many wrappers in GSN but
there is not a wrapper that remotely connects via FTP. Whereby, it is necessary
to find a Java library that
• implements FTP connection
• to develop a working program that download the required files
• to build a wrapper that produces the required StreamElement.
The idea is try to learn how write a new wrapper, then proceed to create a
wrapper that downloads these files from a FTP server.
4.2 Ftp communication
File Transfer Protocol(FTP) is a standard network protocol used to transfer
files from one host to another host, over a TCP-based network, such as Inter-
net. FTP is built on a client-server architecture and uses separate control and
data connections between the client and the server. FTP users may authen-
ticate themselves using a clear-text sign-in protocol, normally in the form of
a username and password, but also anonymously connection is possible if the
server is configured to allow it. For secure transmission that hides (encrypts) the
username and password, and encrypts the content, FTP is often secured with
SSL/TLS (”FTPS”). SSH File Transport Protocol (”SFTP”) is sometimes also
used, but it is technologically different.
29
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Figure 4.1: Simple ftp communication client-server
The library used to develop this ftp connection on our wrapper is the Apache
Commons Net, that implements the client side of many basic Internet protocols.
4.3 How to write a new wrapper
All standard wrappers are subclasses of gsn.wrappers.AbstractWrapper, which
must implement these four methods:
• boolean initialize()
• void finalize()
• String getWrapperName(), that returns a name for the wrapper
• DataField[] getOutputFormat()
Each wrapper is a thread in GSN. Some kind of processing in a fixed time
interval can be done, overriding the run() method. This is useful for time
driven wrappers in which the production of a sensor data is triggered by a
timer. Optionally, the following method is overridable
boolean sendToWrapper(String action, String[] paramNames, Object paramValues);
4.3.1 initialize()
This method is called after the wrapper object creation. Here the wrapper tries
to initialize its connections to the actual data producing/receiving device(s).
The wrapper returns true if it can successfully initialize the connection, false
otherwise. GSN provides access to the wrapper parameters through the follow-
ing method call:
getActiveAddressBean().getPredicateValue("parameter-name")
For example, with the following fragment in the virtual sensor configuration
file:










By default GSN assumes that the timestamps of the data produced in a
wrapper are local, that is, the wrapper produced them using the system time.
There are cases where this assumption is not valid and GSN should assume




In finalize() method, it should be released all the resources you acquired during
the initialization procedure or during the life cycle of the wrapper. Note that it
is the last chance for the wrapper to release all its reserved resources and after
this call the wrapper instance virtually won’t exist anymore. For example, when
a file is opened in the initialization phase, it should be closed in the finalization
phase.
4.3.3 getOutputFormat()
This method returns a description of the data structure produced by the wrap-
per. This description is an array of DataField objects. A DataField object can
be created with a call to the constructor
public DataField{String name, String type, String description)
The name is the field name, the type is one of GSN data types (tinyint,
smallint, integer, bigint, char(#), binary[(#)], varchar(#), double, time). The
following examples should help to get started
Wireless sensor network example Assumed that there is a wrapper
which produces an average temperature and light value of the node in the net-
work, this is a possible implementation of getOutputFormat() method
1 public DataField [] getOutputFormat (){
2 DataField [] outputFormat = new DataField [2];
3 outputFormat [0] = new DataField (" Temperature", "double", "
Average of temperature ");
4 outputFormat [1] = new DataField ("Light", "double", "Average
of the light");
5 return(outputFormat);
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6 }
Listing 4.1: definition of the outputFormat for a wireless sensor network: it has
been defined two DataField one related to the average of temperature and the
other related to the average of light.The wrapper returns two double values
Webcam example If you have web cam which produces jpeg images as
output, the possible implementation is
1 public DataField [] getOutputFormat (){
2 DataField [] outputFormat = new DataField [1];
3 outputFormat [0] = new DataField (" Picture", "binary:jpeg", "
Picture from the web cam");
4 return(outputFormat);
5 }
Listing 4.2: definition of the outputFormat for a webcam: it has been defined a
DataField related to the picture produced by the webcam. The wrapper returns
the such picture in binary:jpeg format
4.3.4 run()
As described before, the wrapper acts as a bridge between the actual hardware
device(s) or other kinds of stream data sources and GSN, thus in order for the
wrapper to produce data, it should keep track of newly produced data items.
This method is responsible for forwarding the newly received data to the GSN
engine. The method should be implemented as below:
1 while(isActive ()) {
2 {
3 // The thread should wait here until
4 // arrival of a new data notifies it
5 // or the thread should sleep for some finite




9 // Application dependent processing ...
10 StreamElement streamElement = new StreamElement ( ...);
11 postStreamElement( streamElement );
12 // This method in the AbstractWrapper sends the data to the
registered StreamSources
13 }
Listing 4.3: skeleton of run() method
Assume that we have a wireless camera which runs a HTTP server and
provides pictures whenever it receives a get request. In this case we are in a
data on demand scenario. To get the data at the rate of 1 picture every 5
seconds we can do the following:
1 while(isActive ()) {
2 byte[] received_image = getPictureFromCamera ();
3 postStreamElement(System.currentTimeMillis (), new
Serializable [] {received_image });
4 Thread.sleep (5*1000); // Sleeping 5 seconds
5 }
Listing 4.4: wireless camera scenario example
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4.3.5 sendToWrapper()
In GSN, the wrappers can not only receive data from a source, but also send
data to it. Thus wrappers are actually two-way bridges between GSN and
the data source. In the wrapper interface, the method sendToWrapper() is
called whenever there is a data item which should be send to the source. A
data item could be as simple as a command for turning on a sensor inside the
sensor network, or it could be as complex as a complete routing table which
should be used for routing the packets in the sensor network. The full syntax
of sendToWrapper() is as follows:
public boolean sendToWrapper(String action, String[] paramNames, Object[] paramValues)
throws OperationNotSupportedException;
4.3.6 A fully functional wrapper
1 /**
2 * This wrapper presents a MultiFormat protocol in which the data
comes from the
3 * system clock. Think about a sensor network which produces
packets with
4 * several different formats. In this example we have 3 different
packets
5 * produced by three different types of sensors. Here are the
packet structures
6 * : [temperature:double] , [light:double] , [temperature:double ,
light:double]
7 * The first packet is for sensors which can only measure
temperature ,the latter
8 * is for sensors which can only measure light and




12 public class MultiFormatWrapper extends AbstractWrapper {
13 private DataField [] collection = new DataField [] { new DataField
(" packet_type", "int", "packet type"),
14 new DataField (" temperature", "double", "Presents the
temperature sensor ."), new DataField ("light", "double", "
Presents the light sensor .") };
15 private final transient Logger logger = Logger.getLogger(
MultiFormatWrapper.class);
16 private int counter;
17 private AddressBean params;
18 private long rate = 1000;
19
20 public boolean initialize () {
21 setName (" MultiFormatWrapper" + counter ++);
22
23 params = getActiveAddressBean ();
24
25 if ( params.getPredicateValue( "rate" ) != null ) {
26 rate = (long) Integer.parseInt( params.getPredicateValue( "
rate"));
27
28 logger.info(" Sampling rate set to " + params.
getPredicateValue( "rate") + " msec .");
29 }
30




34 public void run() {
35 Double light = 0.0, temperature = 0.0;
36 int packetType = 0;
37




42 } catch (InterruptedException e) {
43 logger.error(e.getMessage (), e);
44 }
45
46 // create some random readings
47 light = ((int) (Math.random () * 10000)) / 10.0;
48 temperature = ((int) (Math.random () * 1000)) / 10.0;
49 packetType = 2;
50
51 // post the data to GSN
52 postStreamElement(new Serializable [] { packetType ,








60 public String getWrapperName () {
61 return "MultiFormat Sample Wrapper ";
62 }
63




Listing 4.5: A fully functional wrapper.It produces 2 random temperature and
light values and encapsulate them into a StreamElement with the packetType
4.4 Description and code
FtpWrapper is a wrapper that is structured, as described in the previous section,
into 4 principal methods. It has the following structure:
1 public boolean initialize ( ) {
2 setName( "FtpWrapper -Thread" + ( ++ threadCounter ) );
3 addressBean = getActiveAddressBean( );
4 url = addressBean.getPredicateValue("url");
5 user = addressBean.getPredicateValue("username");
6 pass = addressBean.getPredicateValue("password");
7 String path = addressBean.getPredicateValue("path");
8 String rate_s = addressBean.getPredicateValueWithDefault("
rate", "300000");
Listing 4.6: Initialize() method of FtpWrapper
In the method initialize(), the wrapper reads all predicates specified in the
XML file, that describes the virtual sensor, through the method
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addressBean.getPredicateValue(String name);
The user must specify the FTP URL, the username and password if necessary
for the authentication, and the path of the file. The predicate ”rate” is the time
that the thread be asleep. It is the periodicity of execution of this method.
With the function below,
addressBean.getPredicateValueWithDefault(String name, String default);
we don’t have to specify a value, the rate field assumes the default value.
Compared to the original version of GSN, we have introduced a new way
for communicating the rate value to the system. In the other wrapper, the rate
value can be expressed only in milliseconds, while FTP wrapper presents 5 ways
of specifying this value:
• numeric (example 2000) which is the time in milliseconds
• specify the number of seconds through the letter ”s” (example 2s is equiv-
alent to 2000 in the first case)
• specify the number of minutes through the letter ”m” (example 2m)
• specify the number of hours through the letter ”h” (example 2h)
• specify the number of days through the letter ”d” (example 2d)
This conversion from letter to milliseconds is performed by the method Rate-
ToMillis().
1 public boolean RateToMillis(String rate_s){
2 // Conversion from rate specified by user to milliseconds
3 char parse = rate_s.charAt(rate_s.length () -1);
4 if (Character.isDigit(parse)){
5 try{




10 logger.error("Fatal error: "+e+" Insert






15 long millis = 1;
16 switch(parse){
17 case ’s’: millis = 1000; break;
18 case ’m’: millis = 60000; break;
19 case ’h’: millis = 3600000; break;
20 case ’d’: millis = 86400000; break;
21 default: logger.error("Fatal error: insert
rate correctly -> examples (1000 , 1s,
1m, 1h, 1d)"); return false;
22 }
23 try{
24 String number = rate_s.substring(0, rate_s.
length () -1);
25 rate = Long.parseLong(number)*millis;




29 logger.error("Fatal error: "+e+" Insert






Listing 4.7: RateToMillis() method
The method run() is the core of this wrapper. It tries to connect to the
FTP URL, checks if the last file downloaded is up to date and, if not, tries to
download it.
1 FTPClient client = new FTPClient ();
2 client.connect(url);
3
4 if(! client.login(user ,pass)){
5 logger.error("Fatal error: wrong username or password!");
6 return;
7 }
Listing 4.8: Ftp connection
The connection attempt is made through the connect() method. The verifi-
cation of credentials is handled by the login(String,String) method. In case of
error, the thread ends and all the error messages are stored into the log file.
The next step is to check that the file is up to date.
1 FTPFile [] table = client.listFiles(fileDir+file);





6 File f = new File(checkPointFile.toString ());
7 if(! f.exists ())
8 f.createNewFile ();
9 String val = FileUtils.readFileToString(new File(checkPointFile.
toString ()), "UTF -8");
10
11 long last = 0;
12 if (val != null && val.trim().length () > 0)
13 last = Long.parseLong(val.trim());
Listing 4.9: Checking if files are up-to-date
The Apache Commons Net library provides a method to get the upload date,
in milliseconds, of a file stored in a FTP server.
Thanks to this library, the wrapper downloads the files if locals are not up
to date. The createPath() and createNewFile() methods create a text file that
will contains the upload date of the downloaded file.
Using another Apache library, the Apache Commons IO, the reading of a
row of a text file is very easy, just using this method
FileUtils.readFileToString(File filename, String encode);
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Finally, if the local file is not up to date, the wrapper proceeds to download
the file through the method retrieveFile(String path). It updates the text file
that contains the old upload date, converts the downloaded file into a sequence
of bytes and sends it to the virtual sensor processing class, through the method
postStreamElement().
1 if( last < time_last_update_table){
2 FileUtils.forceMkdir(new File(CSVDir));
3 fos = new FileOutputStream(CSVDir+"/"+file);
4 client.retrieveFile(fileDir+file ,fos);
5
6 FileInputStream in = new FileInputStream(new File(CSVDir+"/
"+file));
7 ByteArrayOutputStream out = new ByteArrayOutputStream ();
8 IOUtils.copy(in, out);
9 byte[] bytes = out.toByteArray ();
10




14 FileUtils.write(new File(checkPointFile.toString ()), String
.valueOf(time_last_update_table), "UTF -8", false);
15 }
Listing 4.10: Download of the files
The method getOutputFormat() helps to understand the type of data that
the wrapper returns.
1 public DataField [] getOutputFormat ( ) {
2 DataField [] outputStructure = new DataField [1];
3 outputStructure [0] = new DataField("CSV_File","binary","CSV
file downloaded from ftp url");
4 return outputStructure;
5 }
Listing 4.11: getOutputFormat() method
4.5 Description of LaMare Virtual Sensors
Once the wrapper has produced new data, they are sent to the virtual sensor
processing class. They can be manipulated, or simply represent the output of
the virtual sensor. In this case the data sent by the wrapper correspond to the
output of the virtual sensor.
The processing class used is
1 <class -name>gsn.vsensor.BridgeVirtualSensor </class -name>
The Bridge virtual sensor is the GSN’s default processing class. It only
acts as a bridge and does not modify data. It can be used to forward data
directly from wrapper to the notification system, or to use SQL filtering only.
This virtual sensor immediately publishes any data that it receives without
modifying it. The StreamElement object is not modified. It does not take any
parameters. Its main use is to filter and join sensor data with SQL without any
other kind of post processing operation on the data. For using this wrapper the
output structure of the virtual sensor must match strictly with the structure of
the query.
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Three virtual sensors are necessary to display all data collected by the AWS
on the glacier LaMare:
• Lamare getFtp, that cares about keeping up to date tables CR1000 2 Table1
and CR1000 2 Table2 through the Ftp wrapper.
• Lamare raw, which takes data from a CSV file,CR1000 2 Table1, stores
and displays them.
• Lamare second, which takes data from a CSV file, CR1000 2 Table2,
stores and displays them.
The listing 4.12 shows how define the Ftp Wrapper on a Virtual Sensor,
1 <source alias="source" sampling -rate="1" storage -size="1">
2 <address wrapper="ftp">
3 <predicate key="url">158.110.20.93 </predicate >
4 <predicate key="username">****</predicate >
5 <predicate key="password">****</predicate >
6 <predicate key="path">CR1000_2_Table2.dat</predicate >




11 SELECT Timed , CSV_file as CR1000_2_TABLE2 FROM wrapper
12 </query>
13 </source >
Listing 4.12: XML definition of the Ftp wrapper
while the listing ?? shows how define the CSV Wrapper.
1 <source alias="source" sampling -rate="1" storage -size="1">
2 <address wrapper="CSV">
3 <predicate key="file">./CSV -files/CR1000_2_Table1.
dat</predicate >
4 <predicate key="fields">timed ,.... </predicate >
5 <predicate key="formats">timestamp(y-M-d H:m:s) ,...
</predicate >
6 <predicate key="bad -values">NaN ,6999 ,-6999,
7999,-7999, NULL</predicate >
7 <predicate key="timezone">Etc/GMT -1</predicate >
8 <predicate key="sampling">60000</predicate >
9 <predicate key="check -point -directory">CSV -check -
points </predicate >




14 SELECT TIMED ,... FROM wrapper
15 </query >
16 </source >
Listing 4.13: XML definition of the CSV wrapper
Chapter 5
How to estimate snowfall
on the glacier LaMare
5.1 Overview
After the description of the structure and the behaviour of GSN, now we will
explain how to create one or more virtual sensors starting fro any data sources.
The idea is to create a virtual sensor that collects the raw data and returns new
elaborated data. GSN by default has a wrapper, called local wrapper, that gets
tuples from another virtual sensor,through a SQL query. It is necessary specify
the collection starting date, as shown in the listing 5.1.
1 <source alias="source1" sampling -rate="1" storage -size="1">
2 <address wrapper="local">
3 <predicate key="query">select * from MemoryMonitorVS </
predicate >
4 <predicate key="start -time">2001 -02 -06 T11:56:10 .004+02 :00</
predicate >
5 </address >
6 <query>select * from wrapper </query>
7 </source >
Listing 5.1: XML definition of the local wrapper
On the AWS on glacier LaMare there is not an important sensor, the snow
gauge. It is an instrument used to gather and measure the amount of solid
precipitation over a set period of time. To overcome this problem there are two
solutions:
• to measure periodically, through the sonic ranging sensor, the snow height.
Once obtained these data, it can estimate the daily snow fall (weekly
or monthly) on the glacier. The advantage of this solution is that we
have the data from the sonic ranging sensor every hour. To estimate the
periodically snow fall is easy. The drawback is that the AWS is fixed to
the glacier. Due to the melting of this, the AWS can be pivoted, making
the sonic ranging sensor readings inconsistent.
• looking for neighbouring AWS which mounted the snow gauge. The idea is
getting data from them and, starting from these measurements, estimate
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the snow fall on the glacier LaMare. The drawback is that this solution
is more complex than others. The advantage is that an algorithm that
estimates the snow fall exists. It is performed by glaciologists of University
of Padova.
5.2 Data acquisition from weather stations nearby
glacier LaMare
5.2.1 Weather stations on meteotrentino.it
Nearby the AWS on the glacier LaMare, the Italian ”Protezione Civile” (Civil
Protection) has installed some weather stations. These stations collect tem-
perature, rain and speed wind, data are publicly available through the site
www.meteotrentino.it. This project of the Autonomous Province of Trento
performs the following activities:
• Weather forecast for the territory of the Autonomous Province of Trento
with production and dissemination of bulletins.
• Drafting of more specialized reports forecasting (agro-meteorological bul-
letin, bulletin for alpine hiking, pollen bulletin, etc.)
• Avalanche risk assessment and issue of the Bulletin Avalanche also using
the information Interregional Association of coordination and documen-
tation for the problems related to snow and avalanches
• Collection, validation, publication and archiving of snowfall and meteoro-
logical data.
• Updating the production of cartography and Cadastre avalanche on avalanche
phenomena
• Studies and research in the climatology and weather fields aimed to the
refinement of forecasting techniques, supporting ”Protezione Civile” ac-
tivities. In this context, Meteotrentino is following the development of the
first applications of radar meteorology for the new radar system of Monte
Macaion in Alta Val di Non.
• Studies, research, consultancy, professional training and updating in the
field of prevention of avalanche risk also part of the activities of the Asso-
ciation Snow and Avalanche
The figure 5.1 shows the number of weather stations managed by Meteotrentino
(each green square represents a weather station).
The weather station used to collects validated data is ”Careser-Diga” be-
cause it is the closest to the AWS on glacier LaMare and the reference station
used by glaciologists of the University of Padova to estimate the snowfall on the
glacier LaMare.
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Figure 5.1: Weather stations managed by Meteotrentino
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5.2.2 Historical data acquisition
The web platform Meteotrentino is defined to provide real-time data and allow
the download of historical data. The acquisition of real-time data will be an-
alyzed in the next section. Historical data can be downloaded compiling the
form depicted in figure 5.2.
Figure 5.2: Historical data Meteotrentino form
The meaning of the fields in the form are as follows:
• the first eight fields are tick, representing the values that this specific
weather station can provide;
• Serie, used to choose the time window of data to download;
• Output, specifies the data acquisition mode. It can be graphical, through
a table or by downloading a CSV file;
• Intervallo dati, to select the sampling interval of the data.
Unfortunately this system does not provide an automated acquisition of the
historical data.
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5.2.3 Up-to-date data acquisition
Once historical data has been acquired, our main goal is to obtain the real time
values from the weather station automatically. Meteotrentino has provided a
section for the acquisition, in XML format, of the last 48h data generated from
the selected weather station, sampled every 15 minutes.
The display format used is shown in the listing 5.2:
1 <temperature >
2 <temperatura_aria UM="C">
3 <data>2013 -09 -14 T00:00:00 </data>
4 <temperatura > -0.2</temperatura >
5 </temperatura_aria >
Listing 5.2: XML data definition of the temperature collected by the T0065
station
where every tag ”temperatura aria” (”air temperature” is composed of two
more tags, ”data”, the date of the gathering, and ”temperatura”, the sampled
value.
This format is retained for all other values, in case of Careser Diga for the
rain fall and the wind speed.
1 <precipitazioni >
2 <precipitazione UM="mm">
3 <data>2013 -09 -14 T00:00:00 </data>
4 <pioggia >0</pioggia >
5 </precipitazione >
Listing 5.3: XML data definition of the rain fall collected by the T0065 station
1 <venti>
2 <vento_al_suolo UM_VV="m/s" UM_DV="gN">




Listing 5.4: XML data definition of the wind speed collected by the T0065
station
5.3 Estimated snowfall algorithm on the glacier
LaMare
Thanks to the collected data from the Careser-Diga station and a research of
the glaciologists of the University of Padova, to estimate the snow fall on the
glacier LaMare is possible. [METTERE REF PAPER]
The key parameter is a monthly value, called gradient. It is calculated
according to the time of the year.
The calculation of the estimated snow falling on the glacier LaMare is re-
duced to a multiplication. When the temperature collected on the Careser-Diga
station is equal or under to 0.5 ◦C,
estimated_snow = careser_diga_rain * 1.5 * gradient
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Table 5.1: Average monthly vertical precipitation gradients (the values ex-
pressed are referred to the average Careser-Diga station altitude, 2605 m a.s.l.)













Careser diga rain represents the rain collected at the Careser-Diga, the gra-
dient is the monthly value explained in the table above and 1.5 is a corrector





The task of this virtual sensor, as LaMare virtual sensor, is to store and to
display the data collected by the Careser-Diga station and transmitted them to
the system through a dedicated wrapper. These data are collected by weather
stations managed by meteotrentino.it. As it said in the previous chapter, there
are two types of data in the meteotrentino.it system:
• historical data, starting from the first day of automation of the station
(1 August, 2012). They can be downloaded manually only.
• up-to-date data, real-time data in XML format. The XML file is down-
loadable automatically through a dedicated wrapper.
Will be shown next how to create a wrapper that automatically manages,
starting from historical data already downloaded, to update the airborne data
from the Careser-Diga station.
6.2 Wrapper for up-to-date data acquisition
6.2.1 Goals and assumptions
The main objectives of this wrapper are:
• To collect and to store all data produced by Careser-Diga weather station;
• To do it automatically, starting from historical data previously down-
loaded.
The real time data are available until the midnight of the following day.
Then it will be appropriate to include in the historical CSV file,in order of date,
the real time available values. It is also recommended to repeat this process
several times a day to be sure not to lose any values, and to have to manually
download the historical data from the meteotrentino.it website.
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6.2.2 Get data from XML files
XML is a mark-up language that defines a set of rules for encoding documents
in a format that is human-readable and machine-readable. The reason why is
human-readable is quiet clear, we must now understand how an XML document
is also machine-readable. The conversion of an XML document into a machine-
readable document is called parsing. The parsing of XML documents is very
widespread and helpful and, programming in Java, basically two approaches,
DOM and SAX, exist.
The first approach contains method to traverse XML trees, access, insert
and delete nodes. However, before an XML document can be accessed and
manipulated, it must be loaded into an XML DOM object. An XML parser
reads XML, and converts it into an XML DOM object that can be accessed
with Java.
The second approach, SAX (Simple API for XML), is an event-based se-
quential access parser API. SAX provides a mechanism for reading data from
an XML document that is an alternative to that provided by the DOM. Where
the DOM operates on the document as a whole, SAX parsers operate on each
piece of the XML document sequentially.
The main reason why we use the DOM approach is that it can store the
whole tree and we can work on it as we prefer. With the DOM approach, every
element of the XML document becomes a node of the tree, represents by a class.
Here is an example XML file, and a DOM tree that illustrates the principle






And the corresponding DOM structure:
Figure 6.1: DOM structure after the XML parsing
The openDocument() method takes as input the path of the XML file and
returns the corresponding Document tree. It can, once opened, be explored
through functions as
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NodeList nl = document.getElementsByTagName("attribute")
The field ”attribute” is a possible attribute of the XML document.
1 public boolean openDocument(String file){
2
3 try{
4 DocumentBuilderFactory documentFactory = DocumentBuilderFactory.
newInstance ();
5 DocumentBuilder builder = documentFactory.newDocumentBuilder ();
6
7 String [] parse_file=file.split("\\.");
8 document = builder.parse(new File(xmlDir+"/"+parse_file [0]));
9 return true;
10 }catch(Exception e) {




Listing 6.1: openDocument() method
6.2.3 Description and code
The Xml2CSV wrapper reads an XML document and inserts the collected values
into a CSV file, according to a particular criterion.
Due to the customization of the XML document and the entry criterion, this
wrapper can’t be used to read a generic XML document.
The goals of this wrapper are:
• To read an XML document
• To check if all the required values are into the XML document
• To insert the values, ordered by date, into the CSV file
This wrapper is concerned with reading the last tuple inserted into the CSV
file. It appends the new tuples from that date. May be occur time holes that
will not be filled more. This is a relative problem because each tuple contains
the information of the last 15 minutes. The loss of a tuple involves a loss of
accuracy only.
Let’s proceed now to the analysis of the goals of the wrapper.
Before read an XML document, should be initially downloaded the up-to-
date document, through the corresponding link of the weather station. The
method shows below describes how to obtain the up-to-date document:
1 public boolean getXml (){
2
3 try{
4 URL xml = new URL(url);
5 ReadableByteChannel rbc = Channels.newChannel(xml.
openStream ());
6 String [] parse = url.split("=");
7 String name = parse [(parse.length) -1];
8 FileUtils.forceMkdir(new File(xmlDir));
9 FileOutputStream fos = new FileOutputStream(xmlDir+"/"+name
);
10 fos.getChannel ().transferFrom(rbc , 0, Long.MAX_VALUE);










Listing 6.2: getXml() method
Once the XML document has been obtained, the wrapper proceeds to con-
vert the document into the corresponding DOM structure, through the open-
Document() method. This method is described in the previous section.
Now it derives the date of the last tuple inserted into the CSV file and,
starting from this, it proceeds in the following way:
• For search the values corresponding to the attribute ”precipitazione”,
which in turn is composed of 2 fields:
– the field ”data”, used to compare it with the date of the last tuple
stored
– the field ”pioggia”, corresponding to the rain fall value
• once the wrapper finds the attribute that meets the requirements, it has to
get the corresponding value of the ”temperature” field, through the find()
method.
• It checks if the corresponding values of rain fall and temperature are prop-
erly inserted into the XML document. Then, the wrapper proceeds to
append a new tuple into the CSV file, in the following order:
– the date of the collected data (yyyy/MM/dd HH:mm:ss)
– the rain fall value
– a quality code, that corresponds to that used by meteotrentino, which
identifies the data as televised but not validated
– the temperature value
– the same quality code
The wrapper returns the up-to-date CSV, but only after it has append all
the new tuples found in the XML document.
1 //get xml data from web
2 if(! getXml ()) return;
3
4 try {




8 long last = getLastTimestamp ();
9
10 //Open xml document
11 if(! openDocument(path))
12 return;
Listing 6.3: Download and open the xml document
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1 NodeList var = document.getElementsByTagName("precipitazione");
2
3 for(int j=0; j<var.getLength ();j++){
4 Node nodo = var.item(j);
5 if(nodo.getNodeType () == Node.ELEMENT_NODE) {
6 Element dato = (Element)nodo;
7
8 String data = dato.getElementsByTagName("data").
item (0).getFirstChild ().getNodeValue ();
9 String field = dato.getElementsByTagName("pioggia")
.item (0).getFirstChild ().getNodeValue ();
10
11 \\ converts data to milliseconds
12 long data_read = dateToMillis(data);
13
14 tm_expected = last+quarter;
15
16 if(data_read >= tm_expected || last == 0){
17 \\find the temperature value collected at
the same time of the rain fall value
18 row [3] = find(data_read ,"temperatura_aria",
"temperatura");
19 ...
Listing 6.4: Getting the values from the DOM structure
1 // append data to CSV file
2 FileUtils.write(new File(CSVDir+"/"+path), row [0] , "UTF -8", true);
3 FileUtils.write(new File(CSVDir+"/"+path), " "+row [1] , "UTF -8",
true);
4 for(int i=2;i<row.length;i++){
5 FileUtils.write(new File(CSVDir+"/"+path), ","+row[i] , "
UTF -8", true);
6 FileUtils.write(new File(CSVDir+"/"+path), " ,145" , "UTF -8"
, true);
7 }
8 FileUtils.write(new File(CSVDir+"/"+path), System.getProperty("line
.separator") , "UTF -8", true);
9
10 //save last timestamp to checkPoint file
11 last = data_read;
12 FileUtils.write(new File(checkPointFile.toString ()), String.valueOf
(last) , "UTF -8", false);
Listing 6.5: Appends the new tuple into the CSV file
6.3 Description of Careser GetXmlData and Careser-
Diga Virtual Sensors
The structure of Careser GetXmlData Virtual Sensor is like LaMare getFtp
Virtual Sensor. The Careser-Diga Virtual Sensor is like LaMare 1 VS.
The definition of the Xml2CSV Wrapper is explained below:





4 <predicate key="destination">T0065.CSV</predicate >
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13 SELECT * FROM source
14 </query>
Listing 6.6: XML definition of the Xml2CSV Wrapper
while the definition of the CSV Wrapper is the following:
1 <source alias="source" sampling -rate="1" storage -size="1">
2 <address wrapper="CSV">
3 <predicate key="file">./CSV -files/T0065.CSV</
predicate >
4 <predicate key="fields">timed ,pioggia , qual , temp ,
qual2 , neve</predicate >
5 <predicate key="formats">timestamp(H:m:s d/M/y),
string ,string ,string , string , string </predicate
>
6 <predicate key="bad -values">NaN ,"" ,6999,-6999,
7999,-7999, NULL</predicate >
7 <predicate key="timezone">Etc/GMT -1</predicate >
8 <predicate key="sampling">1000</predicate >










18 SELECT * FROM source
19 </query >
Listing 6.7: XML definition of the CSV Wrapper into the t0065 Virtual Sensor
The output of the Careser GetXmlData Virtual Sensor is the CSV file up to
date, viewable and downloadable
<field name="Careser_Diga" type="binary"/>
The output of the Careser-Diga Virtual Sensor is composed by the rain fall
and temperature values:
<field name="rain_15m" type="double" />
<field name="temperature_15m" type="double" />
Chapter 7
Virtual Sensor to estimate
snowfall on LaMare
7.1 Scriplet processor
So far we have discussed the development of virtual sensors structured as follows:
all data output by the wrapper, and as result input of the virtual sensor, is also
the output of the virtual sensor. In these cases, the Virtual Sensor Processing
Class (VSP) is a bridge that connects the input to the output, without making
any changes.
This is the simplest form of VSP, but not the only one. Among the various
opportunities provided by the GSN system, there is a VSP that allow to develop
something to estimate the snow fall on the glacier LaMare, starting from the rain
fall and the temperature values collected by the Careser-Diga Weather Station.
The name of this VSP is Scriplet Processor.
This Processor (processing class) executes a scriplet upon reception of a new
StreamElement and can be used to implement arbitrary complex processing
class by specifying its logic directly in the virtual sensor description file. This
way of implementing processing classes offers a higher level of flexibility. As the
script is defined in the Virtual Sensor description file, the implementation can
be quickly and easily modified with no need to edit, compile Java code nor to
restart GSN. However, after each script modification, the Virtual Sensor will be
automatically reloaded and will execute the last version of the script.
The current implementation supports the Groovy scripting language which
offers an access to all the GSN Java objects and libraries available in the class-
path.
Groovy in an object-oriented programming language for the Java Platform.
It is a dynamic language with features similar to those of Phyton, Ruby, Perl
and Smalltalk. It can be used as a scripting language for the Java Platform, is
dynamically compiled to Java Virtual Machine (JVM) bytecode, and interoper-
ates with other Java code and libraries.
Most valid Java files are also valid Groovy files. Although the two language
are similar, Groovy code can be more compact, because it does not require all
the elements that Java requires. This makes it possible for Java programmers to
gradually learn Groovy by starting with familiar Java syntax before acquiring
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Groovy idioms. Groovy features not available in Java include both static and
dynamic typing (with the def keyword), closures, operator overloading, native
syntax for lists and associative arrays, native support for regular expressions,
polymorphic iteration, expressions embedded inside strings, additional helper
methods, and the safe navigation operator ”?.” to automatically check for nulls
(for example variable?.method() or variable?.field).
Groovy’s syntax can be made far more compact than Java. For example, a
declaration in standard Java 5+ such as:
for (String it : new String[] {"Rod", "Carlos", "Chris"})
if (it.length() <= 4)
System.out.println(it);
can be expressed in Groovy as:
["Rod", "Carlos", "Chris"].findAll{it.size() <= 4}.each{println it}
Groovy provides native support for various mark-up languages such as XML
and HTML, accomplished via an in-line DOM syntax. This feature enables the
definition and manipulation of many types of heterogeneous data assets with a
uniform and concise syntax and programming methodology.
Unlike Java, a Groovy source code file can be executed as an uncompiled
script if it contains code outside any class definition, is a class with a main
method. A Groovy script is fully parsed, compiled, and generated before exe-
cution.
The example below shows a Virtual Sensor description file that calibrates
the HEAP and NON-HEAP fields from the MemoryMonitorVS virtual sensor.
1 <virtual -sensor name="MemoryMonitorCalibratedVS" priority="10">
2 <processing -class >
3 <class -name>gsn.processor.ScriptletProcessor </class -name>





9 def p1 = -3.171e-23;
10 def p2 = 1.868e-19;
11 def p3 = -4.779e-16;
12 def p4 = 6.957e-13;
13 def p5 = -6.337e-10;
14 def p6 = 3.735e-7;
15 def p7 = -0.0001421;
16 def p8 = 0.03357;
17 def p9 = -4.463;
18 def p10 = 258.4;
19
20 def rawValue = HEAP;
21
22 HEAP_CAL = p1 * Math.pow(rawValue , 9) + p2 * Math.pow(
rawValue , 8) + p3 * Math.pow(rawValue , 7)
23 + p4 * Math.pow(rawValue , 6) + p5 * Math.pow
(rawValue , 5) + p6 * Math.pow(rawValue ,
4)
24 + p7 * Math.pow(rawValue , 3) + p8 * Math.pow
(rawValue , 2) + p9 * rawValue + p10;
25
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26 NON_HEAP_CAL = HEAP_CAL / 1000.0;
27
28 if (NON_HEAP_CAL <= 1) {
29 NON_HEAP_CAL = -20.0 * (NON_HEAP_CAL * (1.0 + 0.018 *
(NON_HEAP_CAL - 24.0)) - 0.55);
30 } else if (NON_HEAP_CAL <= 8) {
31 NON_HEAP_CAL = ( -3.213 * NON_HEAP_CAL - 4.093) / (1.0
- 0.009733 * NON_HEAP_CAL - 0.01205 *
NON_HEAP_CAL);
32 } else {
33 NON_HEAP_CAL = -2.246 - 5.239 * NON_HEAP_CAL * (1.0 +
0.018 * (NON_HEAP_CAL - 24.0)) - 0.06756
34 * Math.pow (1.0 + 0.018 * (NON_HEAP_CAL





39 </init -params >
40 <output -structure >
41 <field name="HEAP_CAL" type="double"/>
42 <field name="NON_HEAP_CAL" type="double"/>
43 </output -structure >
44 </processing -class >
45 <description/>
46 <addressing/>
47 <storage history -size="1"/>
48 <streams >
49 <stream name="stream1">
50 <source alias="source1" storage -size="1" sampling -rate="1">
51 <address wrapper="local">
52 <predicate key="name">MemoryMonitorVS </predicate >
53 </address >
54 <query>select * from wrapper </query>
55 </source >
56 <query>select * from source1 </query>
57 </stream >
58 </streams >
59 </virtual -sensor >
Listing 7.1: Scriplet processor example
7.2 Description of Estimated Snow Virtual Sen-
sor
This Virtual Sensor has the same structure of the VS previously described. The
only difference is represented by its Virtual Sensor Processing class. The VSP
used in this Virtual Sensor is the Scriptlet Processor defined as follows
<class-name>gsn.processor.ScriptletProcessor</class-name>
To define this VSP it is necessary to specify two parameters:
• persistant, can be true or false. If true, a StreamElement (matching
the OutputStructure) is created and stored in the DB, at the end of the
scriptlet execution.
• scritplet, the actual script code which implements the processor logic
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The work of this Virtual Sensor is to get the data stored by the t0065 Virtual
Sensor, through the Local Wrapper. Once obtained the data, they are sent to
the Scriplet Processor. It processes them and returns the estimated snow fall
on the glacier LaMare.
<output-structure>
<field name="estimated_snow_15m" type="double" />
</output-structure>
1 <source alias="source" sampling -rate="1" storage -size="1">
2
3 <address wrapper="local">
4 <predicate key="query">select * from careser_meteo </predicate >
5 <predicate key="start -time">2012 -08 -01 T00:00:00 .000+02 :00</
predicate >
6 </address >
7 <query> SELECT TIMED , rain_15m as RAIN , temperature_15m as
TEMPERATURE FROM wrapper </query>
8
9 </source >
Listing 7.2: Local Wrapper definition in the Virtual Sensor
1 <param name="scriptlet">
2 <![CDATA[
3 def gradiente =
[19.3 ,22.4 ,25.7 ,26.2 ,22.7 ,13.7 ,12.0 ,14.7 ,10.7 ,12.3 ,18.3 ,19.3]
4 def careser_h = 2605
5 def lamare_h = 2970
6
7 if( TEMPERATURE <= 0.5 && RAIN > 0 ){
8
9 def date = new Date(TIMED).getDateString ()
10 def separated = date.split("/")
11 def month = Integer.parseInt(separated [1])
12
13 perc = (( lamare_h - careser_h)/100000)*gradiente[month -1]
14 ESTIMATED_SNOW_15M = RAIN * 1.5 * (1+ perc)
15 ESTIMATED_SNOW_15M = ESTIMATED_SNOW_15M.round (3)
16 }
17 else{




Listing 7.3: estimated snow fall on the glacier LaMare scriptlet
Chapter 8
Virtual Sensor to estimate
daily snowfall on LaMare
8.1 Wrapper for acquisition and sum of data
8.1.1 Goals
GSN does not permit any dynamic aggregation (SUM, AVG, etc.) of data previ-
ously stored. It does not provide a wrapper which returns a periodic aggregation
of a selected field. Most of the data collected by the Weather Stations consider
in this work are sampled every 15 minutes. It may be necessary to show them,
for example, every hour.
A possible solution can be represented by the creation of a new wrapper. It
must satisfy the following requirements:
• in this case of study it sums periodically a data interval. It returns the
result of this sum and the number of addends
• it must allow the choice of the period, in terms of seconds, minutes, hours,
days, weeks, months and years
• it must allow the choice of the starting time
• it must allow the choice of the field to aggregate. The functionality of this
wrapper is to sum data, then only integer and double values are accepted
In the next section it is described a possible implementation of this wrapper.
8.1.2 Description and Code
The duties of the SumDBWrapper wrapper are
• to establish a connection with the selected DB
• to set period
• to execute the query
• to return the query result
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The first step is to establish a connection with the MySql Database used




3 db = DriverManager.getConnection("jdbc:mysql :// localhost/"+dbname
,dbuser ,dbpass);
4 }
5 catch (SQLException e) {
6 logger.error("Connection Failed! Check output console "+e);
7 return;




Listing 8.1: Connection to the mysql DB
The second step is to set the sum period. The wrapper checks if a state
was previously saved. If it exists, it becomes the starting date, otherwise the
attribute ”start-time”, specified by the user in the Virtual Sensor XML file, is
by default the starting date. The end date is obtained by adding the starting
date to the period specified by the user in the Virtual Sensor XML file. For
example, if the start date is 7 Nov 2013 17:00:00 and the period is 1 day, the
end date will be 8 Nov 2013 17:00:00.
1 period_s = addressBean.getPredicateValueWithDefault("period", "1000
");
2 ...
3 char parse = period_s.charAt(period_s.length () -1);




7 case ’s’: end = begin+( period_number *1000); break;
8 case ’m’: end = begin+( period_number *60000); break;
9 case ’h’: end = begin+( period_number *3600000); break;
10 case ’d’: end = begin+( period_number *86400000); break;
11 case ’w’: end = AddWeeks(begin ,period_number);
12 case ’M’: end = AddMonths(begin ,period_number);
13 case ’y’: end = AddYears(begin ,period_number);
14 default: logger.error("Fatal error: insert rate correctly ->
examples (1s, 1m, 1h, 1d, 1w, 1M, 1y)"); return;
15 }
The wrapper can now execute the query. The structure of this query is
something like
SELECT SUM("+field+") FROM "+vs_name+" WHERE Timed >"+begin+" and Timed <="+end
The wrapper also executes another query, as follows
"SELECT COUNT("+field+") FROM "+vs_name+" WHERE Timed >"+begin+" and Timed <="+end
to estimate a degree of accuracy of the sum. The wrapper transmits the
daily sum of the estimated snow fall on the glacier LaMare. The GSN system,
through the Estimated Snow Virtual Sensor, stores 96 tuples every day, 1 every
15 minutes. It may happen that, due to malfunctions of the Weather Stations,
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some data may be lost. This event could create holes. Then, degree of accuracy
is important to understand if the Weather Stations work correctly, and the daily
sum of the estimated snow fall is trusted.
8.2 Description of Estimated snow daily Virtual
Sensor
The Estimated snow daily Virtual Sensor has the same structure of the Esti-
mated snow VS. It uses the same Virtual Sensor Processing Class, the Scriplet
Processor, to estimate the degree of accuracy.
1 <param name="scriptlet">
2 <![CDATA[
3 SUM = SUM.round (2)
4 ESTIMATED_SNOW_DAILY = SUM
5
6 // Number of tuples expected every day. The system expects from
meteotrentino.it a tuple every 15 minutes
7 expected_tuples = 96
8 percent = (COUNT_TUPLES/expected_tuples)*100




Listing 8.2: scriplet of Estimated snow daily Virtual Sensor
The StreamElement is produced by the SumDB Wrapper, which returns the
daily sum of the estimated snow on the Glacier LaMare and the number of
added values.
1 <source alias="source" sampling -rate="1" storage -size="1">
2 <address wrapper="sumdb">
3 <predicate key="vs-name">careser_estimated_snow </predicate >
4 <predicate key="field">estimated_snow_15m </predicate >
5 <predicate key="db-name">gsn_database </predicate >
6 <predicate key="db-username">"username"</predicate >
7 <predicate key="db-password">"password"</predicate >
8 <predicate key="field -type">double </predicate >
9 <predicate key="start -time">2012 -08 -01 T00:00:00 .000+02 :00</
predicate >
10 <predicate key="period">1d</predicate >
11 <predicate key="rate">1000</predicate >
12 </address >
13
14 <query>SELECT Timed , sum , count AS COUNT_TUPLES FROM wrapper </
query>
15 </source >
Listing 8.3: XML definition of the SumDB Wrapper into the Estimated snow
daily Virtual Sensor
The output of this Virtual Sensor is composed by the daily sum and the








The GSN system was installed on a server with a public IP. It includes 8 Vir-
tual Sensors, describe in the previous chapters. It also includes 3 new Wrappers
(the FTP Wrapper, the XML to CSV Wrapper and the Aggregation Wrap-
per). These wrappers are be developed to satisfy our needs as establish a FTP
connection, merge data coming from more sources and aggregate data
The GSN front-end is composed of 4 sections described as follows:
• Home, it is the homepage. The last stored values of all the Virtual Sensors
are shown here.
• Data, it is the section where to interact with the system. The graphs and
the list of the stored values can be obtained specifying:
– the number of values
– the fields of the Virtual Sensors
– the range of the data
The results can be plotted or download in PDF, XML or CSV format
• Map and FullMap. In this section the Virtual Sensors are localized on
the map, if the logical address (latitude and longitude) is defined into
them XML file.
A Virtual Sensor can be in turn composed of 4 sections, as follows:
• Real-Time, it shows the last values stored by its Virtual Sensors Pro-
cessing Class
• Structure, it describes the name and the type of each field of the Virtual
Sensor
• Description, it is defined by the user through the description field in the
XML file. The user can describe the functionality of the Virtual Sensor.
• Download, this button refer to the Data page.
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Figure 9.1: Front-end of the GSN homepage
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Figure 9.2: Fullmap section
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9.2 GSN evaluation
The GSN system has been tested by the team that designed and developed. It
experimentally evaluates the throughput of the local sensor data processing and
the performance and the scalability of query processing. For its experiments it
uses the the setup shown in figure 9.3:
Tinynode TI-RFID
Reader/Writer
Mica2 with WRT54Ghousing box
AXIS 206W
Figure 9.3: Experimental setup
The GSN network consisted of 5 standard Dell desktop PCs with Pentium
4, 3.2GHz Intel processors with 1MB cache, 1GB memory, 100Mbit Ethernet,
running Debian 3.1 Linux with an unmodified kernel 2.4.27. For the storage
layer use standard MySQL 5.18. The PCs were attached to the following sensor
networks:
• A sensor network consisting of 10 Mica2 motes, each mote being equipped
with light and temperature sensors. The packet size was configured to 15
Bytes (data portion excluding the headers).
• A sensor network consisting of 8 Mica2 motes, each equipped with light,
temperature, acceleration, and sound sensors. The packet size was config-
ured to 100 Bytes (data portion excluding the headers).
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• A sensor network consisting of 4 Tiny-Nodes, each equipped with a light
and two temperature sensors with TinyOS standard packet size of 29
Bytes.
• 15 Wireless network cameras (AXIS 206W) which can capture 640x480
JPEG pictures with a rate of 30 frames per second. 5 cameras use the
highest available compression (16kB average image size), 5 use medium
compression (32kB average image size), and 5 use no compression (75kB
average image size). The cameras are connected to a Linksys WRT54G
wireless access point via 802.11b and the access point is connected via
100Mbit Ethernet to a GSN node.
• A Texas Instruments Series 6000 S6700 multi-protocol RFID reader with
three different kind of tags, which can keep up to 8KB of data. 128 Bytes
capacity.
Their tests show that the system can be installed on any PC with the features
described above. The tests are available here: https://sourceforge.net/p/
gsn/svn/4531/tree/branches/documentations/book-of-gsn/main.pdf?format=
raw ??
9.3 Estimated snowfall validation
One of the Virtual Sensors that I have developed estimates the snowfall on the
glacier LaMare. The estimation is done starting from the rainfall and temper-
ature data collected on the Careser-Diga Weather Station.
When the temperature is under a threshold (0.5 C), the rainfall collected is
converted in snowfall on the glacier LaMare through the formula:
estimated_snowfall = rainfall * 1.5 * gradient[month]
These estimated values need to be validated, confronting them with refer-
enced values. The sonic ranging sensor mounted on the AWS on the glacier,
collects the snow height every hour. This values are not comparable with the es-
timated snowfall to validate the exact amount of snowfall, because atmospheric
phenomenon as wind can produce errors.
The figure 9.4 shows that these values can be comparable to understand if
snowing in the same time.
it is an important result because:
• we have demonstrated that a valid estimation of the snowfall on the glacier
LaMare, using data collected on the Careser-Diga station, is possible
• the sensor fusion approach works. we have obtained a new value, combin-
ing temperature and rainfall data.
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Figure 9.4: Comparation between the estimated daily snow and the progress of




The goals fixed in the introduction chapter were substantially four:
• to study and select a web framework
• to use the web framework selected to acquire data from one or more AWS
• to use data collected by an AWS to estimate the snowfall around another
AWS
• try to estimate the mass balance around a specific AWS
In summary, a web framework has been installed and eight virtual sensors are
been created. This work has produced three new wrappers; the first established
a connection with a ftp server to download one or more files, the second reads
a XML document and append these values into a csv file, while the third sums
periodically a numeric field. This work has also demonstrated that sensor fusion
brings results. Combining the temperature and rainfall data collected on the
Careser-Diga station with a parameter called gradient, an estimation of the
snowfall on another AWS is possible. Unfortunately we are been not able to
estimate the snow fusion on the glacier LaMare. This did not allow us to
estimate the mass balance of the glacier around the AWS. This goal can be
produced in a future work. It could to be interesting to extends the number
of AWS managed by GSN. In this way knowledge about glaciologist world will
extend and will be possible try to bring forward new research. I hope this work





























25 * rate: default 300000 , possible values are: 1s, 1m, 1h, 1d
26 */
27
28 public class FtpWrapper extends AbstractWrapper {
29
30 private final transient Logger logger = Logger.getLogger(
FtpWrapper.class );
31
32 private static int threadCounter = 0;
33 private long rate = 0;
34 private String url = null;
35 private String user = null;
36 private String pass = null;
37 private String file = null;
38 private String fileDir = "";
39 private String checkPointDir = "./csv -check -points";
40 private StringBuilder checkPointFile;
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41 private String csvDir = "./csv -files";
42 private AddressBean addressBean;
43 private String path_temp = "./csv -files/temp";
44
45 public boolean initialize ( ) {
46 setName( "FtpWrapper -Thread" + ( ++ threadCounter ) );
47 addressBean = getActiveAddressBean( );
48 url = addressBean.getPredicateValue("url");
49 user = addressBean.getPredicateValue("username");
50 pass = addressBean.getPredicateValue("password");
51 String path = addressBean.getPredicateValue("path");
52 String rate_s = addressBean.getPredicateValueWithDefault("
rate", "300000");
53
54 if(url == null || url.trim().length () == 0){




59 String [] temp = path.split("/");
60 if(temp.length > 1){














75 public boolean RateToMillis(String rate_s){
76 // Conversion from rate specified by user to milliseconds
77 char parse = rate_s.charAt(rate_s.length () -1);
78 if (Character.isDigit(parse)){
79 try{




84 logger.error("Fatal error: "+e+" Insert rate correctly





89 long millis = 1;
90 switch(parse){
91 case ’s’: millis = 1000; break;
92 case ’m’: millis = 60000; break;
93 case ’h’: millis = 3600000; break;
94 case ’d’: millis = 86400000; break;
95 default: logger.error("Fatal error: insert rate




98 String number = rate_s.substring(0, rate_s.length () -1);
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103 logger.error("Fatal error: "+e+" Insert rate correctly






109 public void createPath (){
110













123 public void run ( ) {
124 while ( isActive( ) ) {




129 // trying connection to ftp host
130 FTPClient client = new FTPClient ();
131 client.connect(url);
132 client.enterLocalPassiveMode ();
133 if(! client.login(user ,pass)){





138 FTPFile [] table = client.listFiles(fileDir+file);





143 File f = new File(checkPointFile.toString ());
144 if(! f.exists ())
145 f.createNewFile ();
146 String val = FileUtils.readFileToString(new File(
checkPointFile.toString ()), "UTF -8");
147
148 long last = 0;
149 if (val != null && val.trim().length () > 0)
150 last = Long.parseLong(val.trim());
151
152 //check if last version saved is up -to-date
153 if( last < time_last_update_table){
154 FileUtils.forceMkdir(new File(csvDir));
155 FileUtils.forceMkdir(new File(path_temp));
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160 FileInputStream in = new FileInputStream(new File(
csvDir+"/"+file));
161 ByteArrayOutputStream out = new
ByteArrayOutputStream ();
162 IOUtils.copy(in, out);













173 }catch (IOException e){
174 e.printStackTrace ();
175 logger.error("Fatal Error: ",e);
176 return;
177
178 } catch (Exception e) {





183 if(fos != null){
184 try {
185 fos.close();
186 } catch (IOException e) {










196 public DataField [] getOutputFormat ( ) {
197 DataField [] outputStructure = new DataField [1];
198 outputStructure [0] = new DataField("Csv_File","binary","csv
file downloaded from ftp url");
199 return outputStructure;
200 }
201 public String getWrapperName () {
202 return this.getClass ().getName ();
203 }
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209 }
Listing A.1: FtpWrapper source code
A.2 LaMare getFtp
1 <virtual -sensor name="Lamare_GetFtp" priority="10">
2 <processing -class >
3 <class -name>gsn.vsensor.BridgeVirtualSensor </class -name>
4 <unique -timestamps >true</unique -timestamps >
5 <init -params />
6 <output -structure >
7 <field name="CR1000_2_Table1" type="binary"/>
8 <field name="CR1000_2_Table2" type="binary"/>
9 </output -structure >
10 </processing -class >
11 <description >This VS shows files gets from ftp URL</description >
12
13 <addressing/>
14 <storage history -size="2"/>
15 <streams >
16 <stream name="inputFtp">
17 <source alias="source" sampling -rate="1" storage -size="1">
18 <address wrapper="ftp">
19 <predicate key="url">192.168.1.10 </predicate >
20 <predicate key="username">"username"</predicate >
21 <predicate key="password">"password"</predicate >
22 <predicate key="path">CR1000_2_Table2.dat</predicate >




27 SELECT Timed , csv_file as CR1000_2_TABLE2 FROM wrapper
28 </query >
29 </source >
30 <source alias="source1" sampling -rate="1" storage -size="1"
>
31 <address wrapper="ftp">
32 <predicate key="url">192.168.1.11 </predicate >
33 <predicate key="username">"username"</predicate >
34 <predicate key="password">"password"</predicate >
35 <predicate key="path">CR1000_2_Table1.dat</predicate >














49 </virtual -sensor >
Listing A.2: LaMare getFtp source code
A.3 LaMare raw
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1 <virtual -sensor name="LaMare_raw" priority="10">
2 <processing -class >
3 <class -name>gsn.vsensor.BridgeVirtualSensor </class -name>
4 <unique -timestamps >true</unique -timestamps >
5 <init -params />
6 <output -structure >
7 <field name="RECORD" type="double" />
8 <field name="RG_up" type="double" />
9 <field name="RG_down" type="double" />
10 <field name="AirTC" type="double" />
11 <field name="RH" type="double" />
12 <field name="V_wind_S" type="double" />
13 <field name="V_wind_U" type="double" />
14 <field name="DIR_wind_DU" type="double" />
15 <field name="DIR_wind_SDU" type="double" />
16 <field name="IR_up" type="double" />
17 <field name="IR_down" type="double" />
18 <field name="IR_upc" type="double" />
19 <field name="IR_downc" type="double" />
20 <field name="T_107_1" type="double" />
21 <field name="T_107_2" type="double" />
22 <field name="Thmp45" type="double" />
23 <field name="URhmp45" type="double" />
24 <field name="SW12Volts" type="double" />
25 </output -structure >
26 </processing -class >
27 <description >Sensorial values of AWS LaMare_1 </description >
28 <addressing >
29 <predicate key="geographical">Sensor LaMare </predicate >
30 <predicate key="LATITUDE">46.430433 </predicate >
31 <predicate key="LONGITUDE">10.640194 </predicate >
32 <predicate key=’ALTITUDE ’>2970</predicate >





38 <source alias="source" sampling -rate="1" storage -size="1">
39 <address wrapper="csv">
40 <predicate key="file">./csv -files/CR1000_2_Table1.dat</
predicate >
41 <predicate key="fields">timed ,...</predicate >
42 <predicate key="formats">timestamp(y-M-d H:m:s) ,...</
predicate >
43 <predicate key="bad -values">NaN ,6999 ,-6999, 7999,-7999,
NULL</predicate >
44 <predicate key="timezone">Etc/GMT -1</predicate >
45 <predicate key="sampling">60000</predicate >
46 <predicate key="check -point -directory">csv -check -points <
/predicate >








55 <query> SELECT * FROM source </query>
56 </stream >
57 </streams >
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58 </virtual -sensor >
Listing A.3: LaMare source code
A.4 LaMare second
1 <virtual -sensor name="LaMare_second">
2 <processing -class >
3 <class -name>gsn.vsensor.BridgeVirtualSensor </class -name>
4 <unique -timestamps >true</unique -timestamps >
5 <init -params />
6 <output -structure >
7 <field name="RECORD" type="double" />
8 <field name="BATT_VOLT" type="double" />
9 <field name="H_snow" type="double" />
10 </output -structure >
11 </processing -class >





17 <source alias="sorg" sampling -rate="1" storage -size="1">
18 <address wrapper="csv">
19 <predicate key="file">./csv -files/CR1000_2_Table2.dat</
predicate >
20 <predicate key="fields">timed ,...</predicate >
21 <predicate key="formats">timestamp(y-M-d H:m:s) ,...</
predicate >
22 <predicate key="bad -values">NaN ,6999 ,-6999, 7999,-7999,
NULL</predicate >
23 <predicate key="timezone">Etc/GMT -1</predicate >
24 <predicate key="sampling">1000</predicate >
25 <predicate key="check -point -directory">csv -check -points <
/predicate >
26 <predicate key="skip -first -lines">4</predicate >
27 </address >
28 <query>









38 </virtual -sensor >





































35 public class Xml2CsvWrapper extends AbstractWrapper {
36
37 private final transient Logger logger = Logger.getLogger(
Xml2CsvWrapper.class );
38
39 private int threadCounter = 0;
40 private String url = null;
41 private String path = null;
42 private String csvDir = "./csv -files";
43 private String xmlDir = "./csv -files/xml -files";
44 private String checkPointDir = "./csv -check -points";
45 private long rate = 0;
46 private AddressBean addressBean;
47 private StringBuilder checkPointFile;
48 private Document document;
49
50
51 public boolean initialize ( ) {
52 setName( "Xml2CsvWrapper -Thread" + ( ++ threadCounter ) );
53 addressBean = getActiveAddressBean( );
54 url = addressBean.getPredicateValue("url");
55 if( url == null || url.trim().length () == 0){
56 logger.error("URL missed! Please insert a valid URL");
57 return false;
58 }
59 path = addressBean.getPredicateValue("destination");
60 if( path == null || path.trim().length () == 0){














72 public boolean RateToMillis(String rate_s){
73 // Conversion from rate specified by user to milliseconds
74 char parse = rate_s.charAt(rate_s.length () -1);
75 if (Character.isDigit(parse)){
76 try{




81 logger.error("Fatal error: "+e+" Insert rate





86 long millis = 1;
87 switch(parse){
88 case ’s’: millis = 1000; break;
89 case ’m’: millis = 60000; break;
90 case ’h’: millis = 3600000; break;
91 case ’d’: millis = 86400000; break;
92 default: logger.error("Fatal error: insert rate




95 String number = rate_s.substring(0, rate_s.length ()
-1);




100 logger.error("Fatal error: "+e+" Insert rate





105 public long getLastTimestamp (){
106 //get last timestamp saved
107 try{
108 File f = new File(checkPointFile.toString ());
109 if(! f.exists ())
110 f.createNewFile ();
111 String val = FileUtils.readFileToString(f, "UTF -8");
112
113 long last = 0;
114 if (val != null && val.trim().length () > 0)
115 last = Long.parseLong(val.trim());
116 else{
117 File dat = new File(csvDir+"/"+path);
118 if(! dat.exists ())
119 dat.createNewFile ();
120 List <String > list = FileUtils.readLines(new File(csvDir+"/"
+path), "UTF -8");
121 if(!list.isEmpty ()){
122 String [] last_reg = list.get(list.size() -1).split(",");
123 last = dateToMillisFromCsv(last_reg [0]);










133 public void run ( ) {
134 while ( isActive( ) ) {
135
136 long quarter = 900000;
137
138 //get xml data from web
139 if(! getXml ()) return;




144 long last = getLastTimestamp ();
145




150 long tm_expected = 0;
151
152 NodeList var = document.getElementsByTagName("
precipitazione");
153
154 for(int j=0; j<var.getLength ();j++){
155
156
157 Node nodo = var.item(j);
158 if(nodo.getNodeType () == Node.ELEMENT_NODE) {
159 Element dato = (Element)nodo;
160
161 String data = dato.getElementsByTagName("data").item (0).
getFirstChild ().getNodeValue ();
162 String field = dato.getElementsByTagName("pioggia").item (0).
getFirstChild ().getNodeValue ();
163
164 long data_read = dateToMillis(data);
165 String [] split_date = data.split("T");
166
167 tm_expected = last+quarter;
168
169 if(data_read >= tm_expected || last == 0){
170
171 row [0]= split_date [1];
172 // Change data format
173 String [] format = split_date [0]. split("-");
174 row [1]= format [2]+"/"+format [1]+"/"+format [0];
175 row [2]= field;
176
177 row [3] = find(data_read ,"temperatura_aria","temperatura");
178
179 // append data to csv file
180 FileUtils.write(new File(csvDir+"/"+path), row[0] , "UTF -8"
, true);
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181 FileUtils.write(new File(csvDir+"/"+path), " "+row [1] , "
UTF -8", true);
182 for(int i=2;i<row.length;i++){
183 FileUtils.write(new File(csvDir+"/"+path), ","+row[i] , "
UTF -8", true);
184 FileUtils.write(new File(csvDir+"/"+path), " ,145" , "UTF
-8", true);
185 }
186 FileUtils.write(new File(csvDir+"/"+path), System.
getProperty("line.separator") , "UTF -8", true);
187
188 //save last timestamp to checkPoint file
189 last = data_read;
190 FileUtils.write(new File(checkPointFile.toString ()), String







197 FileInputStream in = new FileInputStream(new File(csvDir+"/
"+path));
198 ByteArrayOutputStream out = new ByteArrayOutputStream ();
199 IOUtils.copy(in, out);
200 byte[] bytes = out.toByteArray ();




205 }catch (IOException e){
206 e.printStackTrace ();
207 logger.error("Fatal Error: ",e);
208 }catch (Exception e) {
209 logger.error("Loading the xml2csv -wrapper failed:"






215 public DataField [] getOutputFormat ( ) {
216 DataField [] outputStructure = new DataField [1];
217 outputStructure [0] = new DataField("Csv_File","binary","csv
file generated by xml reads");
218 return outputStructure;
219 }
220 public String getWrapperName () {
221 return this.getClass ().getName ();
222 }




227 public String interpolation(long x, long xa , long xb, double ya,
double yb){
228
229 double res1 = (( double)(x-xb)/(xa-xb))*ya;
230 double res2 = (( double)(x-xa)/(xa-xb))*yb;
231
232 double res = res1 -res2;
233 if(res!= 0.0){
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234 BigDecimal bd = new BigDecimal( Double.toString(res) );
235 bd = bd.setScale( 1, BigDecimal.ROUND_HALF_UP );






242 public boolean openDocument(String file){
243
244 try{
245 DocumentBuilderFactory documentFactory =
DocumentBuilderFactory.newInstance ();
246 DocumentBuilder builder = documentFactory.newDocumentBuilder
();
247
248 String [] parse_file=file.split("\\.");
249 document = builder.parse(new File(xmlDir+"/"+parse_file [0]))
;
250 return true;
251 }catch(Exception e) {





257 public String find(long time , String field , String value){
258
259 try {
260 NodeList var = document.getElementsByTagName(field);
261
262 for(int j=0; j<var.getLength ();j++){
263 Node nodo = var.item(j);
264 if(nodo.getNodeType () == Node.ELEMENT_NODE) {
265 Element dato = (Element)nodo;
266 String data = dato.getElementsByTagName("data").item (0).
getFirstChild ().getNodeValue ();
267 String val = dato.getElementsByTagName(value).item (0).
getFirstChild ().getNodeValue ();
268
269 long data_read = dateToMillis(data);
270






277 }catch(Exception e) {





283 public void createPath (){
284
285 checkPointFile = new StringBuilder ();













297 public long dateToMillis(String data){
298
299 String [] parse = data.split("T");
300 SimpleDateFormat sdf = new SimpleDateFormat("yyyy -MM -dd HH:mm:
ss");
301 try {
302 Date d = sdf.parse(parse [0]+" "+parse [1]);
303 return d.getTime ();
304 }catch (ParseException e) {





310 public long dateToMillisFromCsv(String data){
311 SimpleDateFormat sdf = new SimpleDateFormat("HH:mm:ss dd/MM/
yyyy");
312 try {
313 Date d = sdf.parse(data);
314 return d.getTime ();
315 } catch (ParseException e) {




320 public boolean getXml (){
321
322 try{
323 URL xml = new URL(url);
324 ReadableByteChannel rbc = Channels.newChannel(xml.openStream ())
;
325 String [] parse = url.split("=");
326 String name = parse [(parse.length) -1];
327 FileUtils.forceMkdir(new File(xmlDir));
328 FileOutputStream fos = new FileOutputStream(xmlDir+"/"+name);












Listing A.5: Xml2CSVWrapper source code
A.6 Careser GetXmlData
1 <virtual -sensor name="Careser_GetData" priority="10">
2 <processing -class >
3 <class -name>gsn.vsensor.BridgeVirtualSensor </class -name>
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4 <unique -timestamps >true</unique -timestamps >
5 <init -params />
6 <output -structure >
7 <field name="Careser_Diga" type="binary"/>
8
9 </output -structure >
10 </processing -class >
11 <description >Prepare csv file from Careser_Diga xml reads</
description >
12 <addressing/>
13 <storage history -size="2"/>
14 <streams >
15 <stream name="inputXml">





19 <predicate key="destination">T0065.csv</predicate >
20 <predicate key="rate">1h</predicate >
21 </address >
22
23 <query>SELECT Timed , csv_file as Careser_Diga FROM wrapper
</query >
24 </source >






31 </virtual -sensor >
Listing A.6: Careser GetXmlData source code
A.7 Careser-Diga
1 <virtual -sensor name="Careser_Meteo" priority="10">
2 <processing -class >
3 <class -name>gsn.processor.ScriptletProcessor </class -name>





9 RAIN = RAIN.trim()
10 RAIN_15M = Double.parseDouble(RAIN)
11 RAIN_15M = RAIN_15M.round (1)
12 TEMPERATURE = TEMPERATURE.trim()
13 TEMPERATURE_15M = Double.parseDouble(TEMPERATURE)




18 </init -params >
19 <output -structure >
20 <field name="rain_15m" type="double" />
21 <field name="temperature_15m" type="double" />
22
23 </output -structure >
24 </processing -class >
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25 <description >Sensor readings from Careser_Diga weather station </
description >
26 <life -cycle pool -size="10" />
27 <addressing >
28 <predicate key="geographical">Sensor Careser </predicate >
29 <predicate key="LATITUDE">46.422611 </predicate >
30 <predicate key="LONGITUDE">10.699361 </predicate >





36 <source alias="source" sampling -rate="1" storage -size="1">
37 <address wrapper="csv">
38 <predicate key="file">./csv -files/T0065.csv</
predicate >
39 <predicate key="fields">timed ,pioggia , qual , temp ,
qual2 , neve</predicate >
40 <predicate key="formats">timestamp(H:m:s d/M/y),
string ,string ,string , string , string </predicate >
41 <predicate key="bad -values">NaN ,"" ,6999,-6999,
7999,-7999, NULL</predicate >
42 <predicate key="timezone">Etc/GMT -1</predicate >
43 <predicate key="sampling">1000</predicate >
44 <predicate key="skip -first -lines">4</predicate >
45 </address >
46











57 </virtual -sensor >
Listing A.7: Careser-Diga Virtual Sensor source code
A.8 Estimated snow on the Glacier LaMare
1 <virtual -sensor name="Careser_estimated_snow" priority="10">
2 <processing -class >
3 <class -name>gsn.processor.ScriptletProcessor </class -name>




8 def gradiente =
[19.3 ,22.4 ,25.7 ,26.2 ,22.7 ,13.7 ,12.0 ,14.7 ,10.7 ,12.3 ,18.3 ,19.3]
9 def careser_h = 2605
10 def lamare_h = 2970
11
12 if( TEMPERATURE <= 0.5 && RAIN > 0 ){
13
14 def date = new Date(TIMED).getDateString ()
15 def separated = date.split ("/")
16 def month = Integer.parseInt(separated [1])
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17
18 perc = (( lamare_h - careser_h)/100000)*
gradiente[month -1]
19 ESTIMATED_SNOW_15M = RAIN * 1.5 * (1+ perc)











30 </init -params >
31 <output -structure >
32
33 <field name="estimated_snow_15m" type="double" />
34
35 </output -structure >
36 </processing -class >
37 <description >This virtual sensor uses a paper of glacioligists of
University of Padova
38 that describe how calculate the estimated snow on the
glacier LaMare , starting
39 from the estimated rain and the temperature on the
Careser -Diga weather station.







45 <source alias="source" sampling -rate="1" storage -size="1">
46 <address wrapper="local">
47 <predicate key="query">select * from careser_meteo </
predicate >
48 <predicate key="start -time">2012 -08 -01 T00:00:00
.000+02 :00</predicate >
49 </address >
50 <query> SELECT TIMED , rain_15m as RAIN , temperature_15m as










60 </virtual -sensor >




























26 public class SumDBWrapper extends AbstractWrapper {
27
28 private final transient Logger logger = Logger.getLogger(
SumDBWrapper.class );
29
30 private final String CURRENT_TIME = ISODateTimeFormat.dateTime
().print(System.currentTimeMillis ());
31 private int threadCounter = 0;
32 private String vs_name = null;
33 private String field = null;
34 private String field_type = null; // field_type can be int or
double
35 private long rate = 0;
36 private long startTime = 0;
37 private AddressBean addressBean;
38 private Connection db;
39 private String checkPointDir = "./csv -check -points";
40 private StringBuilder checkPointFile;
41 private String period_s = null;
42 private String dbname = null;
43 private String dbuser = null;
44 private String dbpass = null;
45
46 public boolean initialize ( ) {
47 setName( "SumDBWrapper -Thread" + ( ++ threadCounter ) );
48 addressBean = getActiveAddressBean( );
49 String start_time = addressBean.getPredicateValue("start -time
");
50 vs_name = addressBean.getPredicateValue("vs-name");
51 field = addressBean.getPredicateValue("field");
52 field_type = addressBean.getPredicateValue("field -type");
53 String rate_s = addressBean.getPredicateValueWithDefault("
rate", "1000");
54 period_s = addressBean.getPredicateValueWithDefault("period",
"1000");
55 dbname = addressBean.getPredicateValue("db -name");
56 dbuser = addressBean.getPredicateValue("db -username");
57 dbpass = addressBean.getPredicateValue("db -password");
58
59 if(start_time == null || start_time.trim().length () == 0){
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64 if(vs_name == null || vs_name.trim().length () == 0){




69 if(field == null || field.trim().length () == 0){




74 if(field_type == null || field_type.trim().length () == 0){




79 if(dbname == null || dbname.trim().length () == 0){




84 if(dbuser == null || dbuser.trim().length () == 0){




89 if(dbpass == null || dbpass.trim().length () == 0){





95 startTime = Helpers.convertTimeFromIsoToLong(start_time);
96
97 }catch (Exception e) {
98 logger.error("Problem in parsing the start -time parameter ,












109 public boolean RateToMillis(String rate_s){
110 // Conversion from rate specified by user to milliseconds
111 char parse = rate_s.charAt(rate_s.length () -1);
112 if (Character.isDigit(parse)){
113 try{




118 logger.error("Fatal error: "+e+" Insert rate correctly
-> examples (1000 , 1s, 1m, 1h, 1d)");





123 long millis = 1;
124 switch(parse){
125 case ’s’: millis = 1000; break;
126 case ’m’: millis = 60000; break;
127 case ’h’: millis = 3600000; break;
128 case ’d’: millis = 86400000; break;
129 default: logger.error("Fatal error: insert rate




132 String number = rate_s.substring(0, rate_s.length () -1);




137 logger.error("Fatal error: "+e+" Insert rate correctly






143 public void run ( ) {




148 db = DriverManager.getConnection("jdbc:mysql :// localhost/"+
dbname ,dbuser ,dbpass);
149 }
150 catch (SQLException e) {
151 logger.error("Connection Failed! Check output console "+e);
152 return;





158 while ( isActive( ) ) {
159














173 //Get last timed from check -point directory
174
175
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176 try{
177 File f = new File(checkPointFile.toString ());
178 if(! f.exists ())
179 f.createNewFile ();
180 String val = FileUtils.readFileToString(new File(
checkPointFile.toString ()), "UTF -8");
181
182 if (val != null && val.trim().length () > 0)
183 begin = Long.parseLong(val.trim());
184 else















200 String query = "SELECT Timed from "+vs_name+" ORDER BY Timed
DESC Limit 1";
201 ResultSet rs = execute_query(query);





207 long last_timed_vs = 0;
208 try{
209 if(rs.next()){
210 last_timed_vs = rs.getLong (1);
211 }
212 }catch(Exception e){






218 char parse = period_s.charAt(period_s.length () -1);




222 case ’s’: end = begin +( period_number *1000); break;
223 case ’m’: end = begin +( period_number *60000); break;
224 case ’h’: end = begin +( period_number *3600000); break;
225 case ’d’: end = begin +( period_number *86400000); break;
226 case ’w’: end = AddWeeks(begin ,period_number);
227 case ’M’: end = AddMonths(begin ,period_number);
228 case ’y’: end = AddYears(begin ,period_number);
229 default: logger.error("Fatal error: insert rate correctly
-> examples (1s, 1m, 1h, 1d, 1w, 1M, 1y)"); return;
230 }
231
232 if(end <= last_timed_vs){
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233
234 String sum_query = "SELECT SUM("+field+") FROM "+vs_name+"
WHERE Timed >"+begin+" and Timed <="+end;
235 ResultSet res = execute_query(sum_query);
236






243 String count_query = "SELECT COUNT("+field+") FROM "+
vs_name+" WHERE Timed >"+begin+" and Timed <="+end;
244 ResultSet rs_count = execute_query(count_query);
245





251 int count_tuples = 0;
252 try{
253 if(rs_count.next()){
254 count_tuples = rs_count.getInt (1);
255 }
256 }catch(Exception e){







263 if(field_type.compareTo("int") == 0){
264 int result = res.getInt (1);
265 FileUtils.write(new File(checkPointFile.toString ()),
String.valueOf(end), "UTF -8", false);
266 postStreamElement(end ,new Serializable []{result ,
count_tuples });
267 }
268 else if(field_type.compareTo("double") == 0){
269 double result = res.getDouble (1);
270 FileUtils.write(new File(checkPointFile.toString ()),
String.valueOf(end), "UTF -8", false);
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287
288 public void Sleep(long rate){
289 try {
290 Thread.sleep(rate);
291 } catch (InterruptedException e) {





297 public DataField [] getOutputFormat ( ) {
298 DataField [] outputStructure = new DataField [2];
299 if(field_type.compareTo("int") == 0){
300 outputStructure [0] = new DataField("sum","int","Sum_fields");
301 outputStructure [1] = new DataField("count","int","Number of
tuples stored in the selected range");
302 return outputStructure;
303 }
304 else if(field_type.compareTo("double") == 0){
305 outputStructure [0] = new DataField("sum","double","Sum_fields
");
306 outputStructure [1] = new DataField("count","int","Number of










316 public String getWrapperName () {
317 return this.getClass ().getName ();
318 }
319




324 public String getFieldType(String vs , String field){
325 String query = "SHOW FIELDS from "+vs;
326 ResultSet rs = execute_query(query);




331 if(rs.getRowId("Field").toString ().toLowerCase () == field.
toLowerCase ())
332 return rs.getRowId("Type").toString ();
333 }
334 }catch(Exception e){
335 logger.error("Error , can’t find field type! "+e);
336 return null;
337 }




342 public long AddWeeks(long begin , int period_number){
343 String date = millisToDate(begin);
344 String [] split_date = date.split(":");
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345 split_date [0] = split_date [0]+( period_number *7);






352 public long AddMonths(long begin , int period_number){
353 String date = millisToDate(begin);
354 String [] split_date = date.split(":");
355 split_date [1] = split_date [1]+ period_number;






362 public long AddYears(long begin , int period_number){
363 String date = millisToDate(begin);
364 String [] split_date = date.split(":");
365 split_date [2] = split_date [2]+ period_number;






372 public String millisToDate(long millis){
373 Date d = new Date(millis);





379 public long dateToMillis(String data){
380 SimpleDateFormat sdf = new SimpleDateFormat("dd:MM:yy:HH:mm:ss
");
381 try {
382 Date d = sdf.parse(data);
383 return d.getTime ();
384 } catch (ParseException e) {






391 public ResultSet execute_query(String query){
392 try{
393 Statement stmt = db.createStatement ();
394 ResultSet rs = stmt.executeQuery(query);
395 return rs;
396 }catch(Exception e){






402 public boolean FindTable(String table){
403 String query = "show tables like ’"+table+"’";
404 try{
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405 ResultSet rs = execute_query(query);
406 return rs.first();
407 }catch(Exception e){







Listing A.9: SumDBWrapper source code
A.10 Estimated snow daily Virtual Sensor
1 <virtual -sensor name="Careser_Est_Snow_Daily" priority="10">
2 <processing -class >
3 <class -name>gsn.processor.ScriptletProcessor </class -name>




8 SUM = SUM.round (2)
9 ESTIMATED_SNOW_DAILY = SUM
10
11 expected_tuples = 96
12 percent = (COUNT_TUPLES/expected_tuples)*100




17 </init -params >
18 <output -structure >
19 <field name="Estimated_snow_daily" type="double"/>
20 <field name="Accuracy_percent" type="double"/>
21 </output -structure >
22 </processing -class >






28 <source alias="source" sampling -rate="1" storage -size="1">
29 <address wrapper="sumdb">
30 <predicate key="vs-name">careser_estimated_snow </
predicate >
31 <predicate key="field">estimated_snow_15m </predicate
>
32 <predicate key="db-name">gsn</predicate >
33 <predicate key="db-username">gsn</predicate >
34 <predicate key="db-password">gsnpassword </predicate >
35 <predicate key="field -type">double </predicate >
36 <predicate key="start -time">2012 -08 -01 T00:00:00
.000+02 :00</predicate >
37 <predicate key="period">1d</predicate >




42 <query>SELECT Timed , sum , count AS COUNT_TUPLES FROM
wrapper
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43 </query >
44 </source >






51 </virtual -sensor >
Listing A.10: Estimated snow daily Virtual Sensor source code
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